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STARR HAS TO PAY
PENALTY OF DEATH
SCHMiOT GETS LIFE
SUPEEME COUBT AFFIRMS
JUDGMENT TRIAL COURT
tWITH RESPECT TO MUR- SHERIFF
OF
,'fERERS

DWIGHT STEVENS

Jesse O. Stair and Charles Schmidt,
convicted of the killing of Sheriff
Dwight Stevens, of Luna county,
must pay the penalties assessed by

the trial court
The ruling of the supreme court
of New Mexico, made Wednesday,
affirms the sentences of the trial
court. Starr, convicted of murder in
the first degree, is sentenced to be
hanged on January 23. Schmidt, convicted of murder in the second degree, is sentencedin to serve 99 years
the penitentiary.
at hard labor
The story of the killing is containof
the court, which
ed in the opinion
is as follows:
The Escape From Prison
"State of New Mexico, appellee, vs.
Jesse O. Starr and Charles Schmidt,
appellants. Dona Ana county, No.
2004.
"The appellants, Jesse O. Starr and
Charles Schmidt, together with one
Francisco Acosta, Cranston and one
Smith or Dashley, were confined in
the Luna county jail at Deming, and

competency, relevancy or sufficiency,
and as to the competency of witnesses and their examination, must be
made in the trial court. They cannot be raised for the first time on
appeal.
"4. Whether a sheriff is justified
in pursuing and arresting without
warrant, one who has been confined
in jail and has broken therefrom,
does not depend upon whether the
was legal, but on
imprisonment
whether the officer has reasonable
cause to suspect, the commission of
a felony.
"5.
Where several persons are
jointly indicted, they cannot claim
separate trials, as a matter of right;
this is a matter of sound discretion, to be exercised by the court with
all due regard and tenderness to prisoners, according to the known humanity of our criminal jurisprudence
and an order refusing such trial
will not be reviewed.
Trial Court Has Discretion
"6. The granting or denying of a
motion for continuance is within the
discretion of the trial court and unless such discretion has been abused
to th einjury of the defendant, the
denial of such motion will not con-

WAR DEPARTMENT
IS MOST DEPLORABLE
PROMINENT JOURNAL SEES
NO HOPE OF REMEDYING
CONDITIONS SO LONG AS
BAKER REMAINS AS HEAD
OF DEPARTMENT
(Boston Transcript)
'During November, General Greblc
d
of
said. 8000 men, or about
his command, passed through the
hospital, with deaths from pneumonia, measles and other diseases averaging sixtoen daily. At one time
1800 men were crowded into a hosone-thir-

800,

and

without a sewerage system.
stitute error.
"He declared the lives of many
"7. There was no error in the court men who
recently did there would
having allowed the jury to separate, have been saved had winter clothbefore the case was submitted to ing, sufficient tents to avoid overthem, in the absence of a showing crowding and proper hospital facilithat the accused was prejudiced ties and sanitation been provided."
thereby.
Hirelings Had Sneered
"8. No error can be predicated
"This excerpt from the summary by
is a matter which rests in the the Associated
Press of General
sound discretion of the court, and Greble's testimony before the Senunless there is manifest abuse of ate committee
on military affairs
such discretion an appellate court
yesterday sustains what we have
will not reverse the ruling of the been
saying for three months or
trir.l court.
more in protest against the deficienInstructions Without Error
cies in the Quartermaster General's
'9. No error can be predicated upOf course the cuckoos
on the refusal of the trial court to Department.
sneered and the press agents at
five an instruction when the inwhile so confined on the morning structions given by the court on its Washington of the War Department's
of February 20, 1916, after over- own motion fully and completely bureaucracy attempted to discredit
of all such attacks, by
powering the jailor and locking him covered everything contained in the the accuracy
resorting to a sort of cuttlefish deop in a cell they made their escape, refused instruction.
in
the
course of which they
"10. Where
taking with them certain fire arms
4rial of murder fence,
threw out totals of articles issued
and ammunition which they found the court in anupon
used the to the
iJBction
camps and indulged in reasin the possession of the jailor or word "may,"
no reverwithin the jail. They procured an sible error, as tlie'Vpne may be in suring generalities for the deliberate
deceiving the fathers and
automobile in which they drove from terchangeably used.with 'shall" or purpose of
mothers in regard to the health and
Deming to a point within a mile and "wi'l."
'
half of Rincon, where they left "11. Held, thaL a fugitive from comfort of their sons in training.
the main road and proceeded up an 'justice is not a person traveling"
Reports Reveal Deception
of a within sec. lJUtVLodc 1915,
The extent and the effect of that
arroyo about
permitmile, where they stopped to eat a ting traveler m carry arms."
deception have since been revealed
lunch which they' had secured on
Chief Justice Hanna, by the renorts of the Surgeon GenOpinion
by
ItA road.. Shortly after stopping at Justice Rol)trts concurring, Justice eral of the Army, Maior General
tfns point, they were ovrrtaken by Parker
C. Gorgas, who coidd not
absent and not participating. Wil'iam
Sheriff Stevens, of Luna county, who
he gieged by anybody in or out of
was accompanied by a posse, who TAPPING PIPE LINES
the War Department.
He made an
upon reaching the vicinity divided
at
inspection of the cantonments
BURNING SNOW FENCES
into two parties, one Kelly, a memMAKE TRAINS LATE which the death rate was highest
ber of the posse, with others, going
and gave the facts to the public.
up the side of a little hill. while
have any wooden water- - What he said regarding the overSheriff Stevens, Sevier and one Tabor If you
don't
leave them uncovered, crowding of troops and their sufpipes,
followed the tracks of the automobile
from lack of clothing is given
will
for
people
put holes in them ifj fering
fled
had
in which the prisoners
v
a prim corrobarotion by the
a short turn in the arroyo. you do.EI
of General Grehle. commandPaso & Southwestern rail-- 1
The
of
the
the
on
at
top
Kelly,
arriving
road has a pipe line of wood near; ing Camn Bowie, and Grneral Wrtcht,
hill, discovered the fleeing prisoners
which carries the water commanding Camp Doninhnn. Oklaand called back to the rest of the Carnzozo,
from Bonito creek down to the rail- - homa. The summary of their tesposse, "Here they are."
road and quenches the thirst of the! timony, as rnt out by the AssociatArmed When, Discovered
big locomotives. The pipe line .is so ed Press, appears on another page,
Kelly testified that when 'he dis- big, however, that the railroad pco-- ; and it will he read by everybody at
covered the prisoners they were pie did not bury it when they put it home who cares a rap about the life
armed and apparently ready to fight. down, and now they have to employ; and hea'th of those who arc doing
the-He did not remember whether he a man on a motorcycle to 'ride
fightinf for them.
the,
called upon they to surrender before line"
Than Boche
the Bakerism
and
plug
day
up
every
in
encounter.
shot
the
Conditions at Oimp Bowie, which
firing the first
holes that campers make in it ,to get
shot
was
this
after
its commander. General Grehle. desVery shortly
water.
;
cribed in detail to the committee,
fired, Stevens and the persons acFail To Plug Leak
the distressing conclusion
companying him came in view of the
A camper will drive up to thie big compel
defendants and Sevier demanded that wooden
for the that "Bakerism is deadlier than the
make
line,
camp
pipe
they throw up their hands. Numer- night, take a big nail out of his auto- Roche" to datu in its effect upon the
ous shots were almost immediately mobile
army. The army, as we believe, w'll
toolbox, tire or somewhere
not be rid of this bane white Mr.
exchanged between the several parties wherever automobilsts carry nails
which
to thre encounter, as a result of
drive it into the pipe line, pull the Raker remains Secretary of War or
one
was
Stevens
killed,
Sheriff
nail out again, hold a bucket under General Crozier and General Sharp
Cranston, a member of the fleeing the hole and get all the water lie retain their scats in the super-wa- r
Sevier
was
also
was
and
killed,
party
needs for cooking and radiator cool-- : council of inromoetents with which
seriously wounded, as was also the ing. But when he leaves he never! he has surrounded himself. Those
appellant, Starr, who was shot thinks to stop up the hole, and if the hovs who have d'fd at Camp Rowt;,
through the knee. All of the es- motorcyclist didn't come along there Camp Doniphan. Camp Sevier. Camp
caped prisoners with the ecxeption would be a great waste of water Wheeler and other camps because
of Dashley were shortly apprehend- notwithstanding that everybody is thev were crowded into tents "so
ed an the appellants with Acosta
thick
could not walk between
laiKiiig cuuscrvauuii aim Mic nauuii tliem"- you
were indicted at the March
and whose lives could have
is about to vote federal prohibition.
1916, of the district court of Dona
btn saved, as their camp commandSnow Fences For Fires
Ana county in which county the These
campers some of them have ers assert, "if there had been suphomicide occurred.
horses and wagons instead of auto- plies of clothing and proper sewerThree Count In Indictment
mobiles, in which case they need age" will not have given their lives
The first count of the indictment more water don't even stop at mak- for their country in vain if an incharged the defendants jointly with ing nail holes in the pipe line. When dignant people drive "Baker'sm" out
the murder of Sheriff Dwight V. they camp near enough to the rail- of the War Department before the
Stevens. The second count charged road to reach a snow fence, they lives of the other soldi'ers are sathat the kilting of Sheriff Stevens hesitate not, according to railroad of- crificed on the same altar of igor-ancwas by Defendant Starr, and that ficials, to take what they need of
indifference, incompetency and
the other defendants were aiding and the fence to build fires with. Some wanton disregard of the truth.
said
in
of
commission
the
abetting
are not even satisfied with taking
crime. The third count charged that enough for the night's camp fire,
the defendants while confined in the but even haul it off to build fires JOHN SHARP WILLIAMS TOO
GREAT A STATESMAN FOR
county jail of Luna county conspired later, for snow fences are not to be
DEMOCRATIC PREFERMENT
together to escape from said jail and found everywhere, and as fuil for
did escape therefrom, which escape a fire they are not to be sneezed
is
felony under the laws of New St.
Washington., Jan. 2. It is an unMexico; that while being pursued by
Sometimes when the Southwest- fortunate circumstance
that when
said Stevens, sheriff of Luna county, ern trains are late and the dispatch- the Democrats have control of the
and his posse that the defendant, er says, "Snow's the cause." don't Senate, and. by virtue of that
t,
Southern
Starr, deliberately and premeditately blarrfe- - it all on the railroad; blame
senators hold the
killed the said Stevens with a rifle, some of it on the camper who used most important chairmanships, one
and that the other defendants were a snow fence for firewood. El Paso of the ablest of Southern Senators,
aiding and abetting in the said mur- Herald.
John Sharp Williams, has no better
der of Stevens. The defendants were
chairmanship than that on the Liof
1916,
March
tried at the
the CERMANY STOPS LAUGHING
term,
brary. It is one of the incidents of
said district court, and the said Jesse
That Williams
HANDWRITING IS TOO PLAIN Democratic control.
O. Starr was found guilty of murder
is a man of broad mind and forein the first degree, and the said
was
demonstrated in the reaffected to laugh as one sight
Charles Schmidt guilty of murder in Germany
which are cent debate over the bill to authorize
one
the
neutral
states,
by
the second degree, and Francisco not
government purchase of farm loan
military Powers, fell off bonds
Acosta not guilty. From the judg- from great in
to the amount of $200,000,000.
crimes.
of
her
her
horror
ment of the district court sentencing She
an
more. It is not, in- Senator Weeks had offer-- d
no
laughs
in
two
the first
named defendants
condemnation of so amendment, which was generally apaccordance with the verdict of the deed, the moral which
disturbs her proved, limiting future farm loans
peoples
jury, (Starr to han and Schmidt to many
seared and hardened conscience. At to those lians which will increase
99
for
this
appenitentiary
years,
that she can still scoff But she is farm products, until such time as the
peal was taken
finding that the raw materials for bonds purchased by the government
Court Juogment Affirmed
her industries in war and in peace have been redeemed.
Above
"Judgment of the court below af together with no small share of her
are under the control Ordinarily, farm products are, food
firmed, and execution of Starr set
for January 28, 1918.
of those who are her declared ene- products, but cotton is an important
"1. It is a general rule of criminal mies or who refuse to continue dip- exception. Williams, who comes from
evidence that on the trial of a per- lomatic relations with her. She is the cotton producing state of Misson accused of crime, proof of a dis- beginning to perceive what this may sissippi, asleed that the loans be
limited to borrowers who would intinct independent offense is inadmis- mean for her. London Times.
sible.
crease ''food products", thus elimin"2. Generally speaking, evidence of 7,MCANADIAN SOLDIERS
ating new loans to cotton growers
other crimes is competent to prove
RECEIVE WAR DECORATIONS until the farm loan barks are again
on their feet Weeks readily accentthe specific crime charged when it
Wiltends to establish (1) motive: (2) Ottawa, Dec. 24. London dispatch- ed the change in language.
intent; (3) the absence of mistake or es to the Renter Agency here to- liams is far sighted enough to realize
accident; (4) a common scheme or day said 7000 decorations had been that although . cotton growers are
plan, embracing the commission of conferred during the war on mem- now reaping huge profits bad results
two or more crime so related to bers of the Canadian expeditionary wonld follow from government loans
each other that proof of one tends force for valor in the field and for which encouraged
growers to go
to establish the other; (5) the Iden- outstanding war service. Seven of- more heavily into that crop with
12
of
ficer
com
men
the
and
with
have gained the cornesoonding neglect "of food crops.
tity
person charged
The Weeks amendment, with the
coveted Victoria Cross.
win ion of the crime on trial.
No OfcjaetJoa la Appeal
further change suggested by WilX AH objections to the admls-ti- e Why not a synthetic substitute for liams, was in the bill when it pasor eJKwioa of evidence, its Kaisers? Watt Street Journal.
sed the Senate.
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JANUARY

17ft

put into practice every day, as the
news dispatches prove. And with LIEUT. SPALDING
many Ade's nonsense will be more
efficacious than the indictments of
less
TOO FRIENDLY WITH
humorously inclined writers. But
IN THIS COUNTRY he overlooks
tin one great commandment of Kultur, which is the
keynote of the whole campaign of
ENEMY ALIEN WOMAN
DURING LAST YEAR world
conquest, and that is: ''Do
others first and explain afterward."
This is the first, the last and the
main of all their other diabolic in
WITH
COMPILED BY versions of truth and ducency. Las OFFICER ARRESTED
STATISTICS
Vegas Optic.
RE-

MURDERS INCREASED

INEFFICIENCY OF

pital built to accommodate

FRIDAY

Much time is required, as
general thing, to inform all the
people of a great nation as
to the working of any law.
When a nation is at war, and the
very life of the country
grave peril, it becomes necet- sary to put a law into effect
and enforce its provisions with- out devoting so much time to
educating the public.
The income tax law, draft- ed and passed 'o provide funds
for preparing for, and prosecut- ing, the war, is a case in point.
The money is needed now, and
it was the intention of the Unit- ed Sta es Congress to have
every one pay.
Any unmarried man earning
$1,000 or more a year; any mar- ried man earning $2,000 a year
or more, must pay the income
tax. Income is income, within
the meaning of this law, wheth- er it be derived from the labor
of laying brick; writing stories;
keeping books; digging coal;
or from the sale of sheep, wool
or cattle; or from the clipping
of coupons or collecting of in- terest through other channels.
The law lays upon the indi- vidual the necessity of making
returns. To say that no blanks
were provided by the govern- ment will not serve as a valid
excuse. Government agents are
doing their utmost to handle
the situation, but governmnt a- gents do not have the name
and address of every citisen
of the United States.
There are heavy penalties
for every failure
provided
to make returns and ac- With the
curate returns.
sentiment of the people un- animous for prosecuting, and
winning, this war, it behooves
every one to comply with the
The man is reckoning
law.
without his host when he hopes
that the federal courts will deal
leniently with him for bis fs.il- ure.
The War News calls upon
every citizen of New Mexico to
do his full duty, and to do it
promptly, in the matter of mak- ing returns. If the newspapers
of the state will assist in put- ing the matter before the pub- lie, the service will be greatly
valued.

WHO AMI?
am more powerful than the combined armies of the world.
I am more expensive
to maintain
than all the armies since the
world began.
I cause more poverty than strong
drink.
t rim. more business thar. all bank
failures combined.
I cause hardship and suffering.
I make the cost of living high and
starve the women and children.
I spare no one.
I find my victims
among the little and big.
I make ships go down at sea.
I cause more loss and devastation
than all the wars in history.
t lurk in the unseen places and do
my work silently. You are warned against me hut you heed not.
I bring sickness, degradation, death.
I
destroy hopes and ruin industries.
I am on railroads, in the factories,
the mines, the stores, the warehouses, the markets and the
homes.
I have two brothers, WASTE and
but they do
CARELESSNESS,
nothing except under my direction and leadership.
I am king of all destruction.
I am,
INEFFICIENCY!
Letson Balliet, in Cosmos Magazine.
I

RED CROSS COMMENCES
THE NEW YEAR WITH
20,000,000 MILLION MEMBERS
New York, Dec. 29. The Ameri
can Red Cross will begin the new
year with a membership of more
than 20,000.000, it was announced
here tonight at the close of the
n-wide
enrollment
campaign.
Every one of the thirteen national
divisions exceeded the quota set for
it by Red Cross
headquarters in
Washington.
members
added to the
Actual new
rolls of the organization were 14.- 853,535, and of this number the south-- j
western division contributed more
than any other division, 3250.000.
The other divisions and the number
of ricw members follows:
Central, 2750000; lake, 2.200,000;
Atlantc, 1.600,000; Pennsylvania.
New
1.200.000;
England,
northwestern. 559.535; Pacific.
northern. 388.000; gulf, 375.000;
Potomac, 250000; southern, 250,000;
mountain, 281,000.
natio-

500.-00- 0;

OKLAHOMA CITY WILL
OFFICIALLY SUPPORT THE
FOOD ADMINISTRATION
Oklahoma City, Okla., Dec. 29.
Mayor Overholzer todav attached his
signature to an ordinance passed unanimously by the city commission
prescribing that it is a seditious act
for any person, firm or corporation
to violate the authorized rules of the
national food administration as regards the serving-- or consuming of
meat on Tuesdays or wheat bread on
Wednesdays.
The only exception provides that
invalids may eat meat on all days
providing such action is prescribed
by a physician.
CHILDREN ARE HELPING
TO FINANCE THE WAR

AN INSURANCE JOURNAL
HOMICIDES
SHOW
0.5 PER CENT
OVER TEAR 1916

A DEMOCRATIC

BARONESS ZOLLNER
PORTED IN ERROR TO BE
NEW MEXICAN;
HAILED
FROM COLORADO INSTEAD

NEWSPAPER
A LITTLE AS

SPECULATES
TO SENATORIAL

OUTLOOK

Now who' all is it who wants to go
to the United States Senate? Why

Lieutenant J. W. Spalding, of the
bless your soul, lots of them want
The homicide record of thirty-onAmerican cities for the year 1916 in- to go. lheres McDonald who has sixth Infant ry United States Army,
dicates no change for the better, but been mentioned, and some not on under arrest f r his relations with
Sutton
quite the contrary. As compared with spcakin' terms with McDonald arc Ramness lona Willu-lmCongressman Walton. Andilner. believed to he an operative of
the average rate, 8.4 to 100.000 for
1916 shows a rate there are some others spoken of in the German secref service, is report- the years
in the prcs dispatches
as from
of 9.2, or an increase of 9.5 per cent. the Democratic party, all of whom
There appears also to have been a are patiently waiting tor tile light- New Mexico, or a; having ben ap
In
dethe Repub- pointed to the United States Naval
ning to strike them.
steady increase during the last
5
showing a lican ranks Senator Fall's friends in- Academy, at Annapolis, from New
cade, the years
1906-1make
he
Mexico.
another
that
sist
8
as
race;
rate of 8.4,
against for
Catron, the old political
Statements Are Conflicting
From
Insurance
Journal
Figures
is
of by his many adThere is a derided lack of agreeThese facts compiled for an article mirers andspoken
he will be a hard man to
for 1916. beat for the nomination as he is al- ment between the several stories
on the homicide record
which have gotten into print. The
which appears in "The Spectator,"
ways true to his friends and his
a weekly
insurance
journal, leads party. In Dona Ana county they are writer has examined those by the
Associated
Press, the New York
the writer of the article to the conH. B. Holt and he has a
clusion that certain general national boosting following in other
oi i n nun e ann tne tncapo 1 rtbune
parts
strong
of
two
sothese are ,n agreement
and
economic
traits and special
the state. Governor Lindsey ha5
cial conditions are responsible for been mentioned, but his
J1' Associated Pressi0.
strongest
a niuucni a, r ti
the excessive degree of homicide friends appear to want him to re 'in'., inn,
(ii ,i
It may be conservatively main where he is for another term. napolis. was dropped for failure to
frequency.
his bills. The Chicago 'Trib
estimated, he savs, that there are believing he has made good- And!
not less than 7.500 homicidal deaths what is
Gover- une said he was asked to resign on
the
some,
worrying
annually in the continental United nor is not saying anything, and no account of misconduct. The New
States, and deplores this "needless one knows his future political as- York "Tribune" said: "Lieutenant
"To the extent,"
sacrifice of life."
Charles Spauldingin has a good record. He
if he has any.
the navy before joining
rved
the writer continues, "that murder pirations, of Colfax county,
is
it
trials are unduly prolonged, and that Springercan have the nomination if the army."
the public gives the weight of its he wants it, and while always a proNot A New Mexican
endorsement to wrongful actions, the minent
has alThe Chicago "Tribune," quoting
leader,
Charley
party
tendency to murder in American
refused office, the only excep- District Attorney
Kennerlv, said:
cities derives its utmost encourage- ways
tion being a member of the Consti- "Spalding was a student at the Naval
ment at the present time. The prob- tutional
from Colfax Academy at Annapolis for two and a
Convention
lem of murder prevention and con- county. However, there are of his half years, but was asked to
trol is, however, a most serious and friends who believe he would accept in February, 1917, because ofresign
mis
involved one. in the solution of which the Senatorial toga. Springer Stock conduct. This was done
despite the
life insurance companies have a di- man.
fact that his class was graduated one
rect interest in view of the fact that
year earlier because of the urgent
the murder of insured persons is by
need for naval officers. His home
no means a rare exception and that SELLING WHEAT FIT
was in New Mexico, hut instead of
FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
premature mortality losses on acpninrr fhprn ll( rtrla!npH nrminil An.
count of homicides constitute a
IS FORBIDDEN BY LAW napolis. and went to a rooming house
the
measurable clement of cost to
in which Baroness Zollner lived."
policy holders."
Selling wheat fit for human conSpalding was appointed to the
deemis
chicken
feed
for
sumption
Southern Cities Highest
Naval Academy from New Mexico
within
the
a
"wasteful
ed
practice"
but he was a resident of Colorado,
The five cities with the highest
meaning of the Food Control Act not of New Mexico. He came into
homicidal record are in the South
is therefore forbidden not only New Mexico and remained in Alamo-gord- o
and
New Orleans,
Memphis, Atlanta.
nor under
ten days or two weeks, while
The five to licensees out those
Nashville and Charleston.
The ruling was made upon
were being made for
cities with the lowest rate during license.
firm deal-'- j arrangements
an
Albuquerque
by
query
to
him
N.
;
enter Annapolis.
J.
the year were;
N"wark,
in poultry supplies which was
N.
R.
Y.
;
Providence,
I.; Rochester,
Employe Of Baroness
anxious to fully conform to the fnnHl
Milwaukee, Wis., and Reading. Penn.
and the matter is called
According to the statements made
All of these cities are representative regulations
District
Attorney K?nnerly,
to the attention of other similar by
industrial centres, with a large pro- dealers
in the state.
Nialdmgs moves nave been about as
populaportion, of the forc'gu-borActing under the advice
WliPiit screenings can he sold bv follows:
tion. They not only show low rates,
for chicken
feed, A. D.jof the baroness, Spalding applied
hut also, and without exception, a anyone
a
commission in tne Army, in
Thomson. Assistant Counsel for the; 'or
decrease in the rate during the year law
April. He received the commission
departments adds:
1916, in comparison with the preced4 of the Food Control Act as a lieutenant in the Army, but
Section
ing five years. They are all of the reads in
did not leave for Fort Leavenworth
part:
North and the Central West, in conit is hereby made unlawful until about September 9. The bartrast to the five cities with rates far for"That
any person knowingly to com- oness gave him $f0 to pav his transabove the average, which are all of mit waste
etc
to engage in any portation when he left Washington,
the South.
and unfair, or any and in the meantime she had been
discriminatory
Memphis Leads All
In
or Wasteful Practice or paying his bills and expenses.
As ha been the case in former deceptive
the latter part of August and early
device.
years, the highest homicide rate pre4. Paore 16 of the rules and ;n September, they occupied adioin- Rule
vails in Memphis, the usual extremegoverning the importa- - i"g rooms in a hotel which is adja-tioly high rate having increased to the rcgulations
to the capitol grounds and to
manufacture, storage and
almost incredible proportion of 89.9
tribntion of food commodities for tlv? House office building. Spalding
to 100 000 of population. The preem- domestic
trade bv persons subject to save the baroness a letter, signed
inence of this city for its murder
s a lieutenant
in the U. S. Army,
reads as follows:
record is emphasized by the fact that license
poul- - stating that although she had been
licensee
'No
manufacturing
Atlanta, with the next highest rate, try feed in which wheat is used as charged with being a German spy.
shows only 31 to 100,000, while Boston an
ingredient shall use in such ' he knew her to be a patriotic Ameri- has only 4.
We gave her also a secret code,
poultry feed wheat that is fit for
Lowest Rate In East
m an consumption; and in any event which he was to use in reporting
Geographical distribution of cities the amount
of wheat in such poultry io ner wnen ana irom wnat port ne
by districts shows approximately the feed shall not 'exceed ten percent was to snil for Europe. He has adsame situation. Eastern cities have thereof."
mitted, it is said, that he knew she
a rate of 4.9; central cities, 124;
vins an enemy alien, and the wife
Southern cities. 21.7; Pacific Coast
of a Bavarian officer.
Distribution by states SOLDIER AT CAMP
cities. 9.2.
Not Easy To Explain
A
TELLS
FUNSTON
shows roughly the same conditions.
LITTLE OF ARMY LIFE
The baroness is about 44 years of
Both the State of Connecticut and
;ago. of striking! appearance, great
the City of Hartford have an envicharm of manner, and reported to
able position in these tables. Con- New Mexico State Record.
Mexico.
New
Fe.
Santa
he wealthy. Spalding is only about
necticut has a homicidal rate of 36.
11. and. unlike Achilles, his vulnerlet
to
lines
few
a
Will
vou
droo
with only eight states as good or
There are only six cities you know how much I appreciat d able spot is his heart, rather than
better.
with rates as good as. or better than the Christmas presents that cameihJs heel. He was in the room with
through yon from Mrs. Staplin, and the baroness, at the hotel in Chat-fo- r
Hartford's 4 to 100,000.
which I wish to thank her very tannoga. when she was arrested-muchNot Wholly To Color
Both are in daily use and Since that time he has been confined
The h'gh murder rate of the South- I sure wish her
luck and success and, to quarters at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
is
but1
and
states
ern cities
partly,
let her know how much such Frcing a court martial, in all proba-friennot wholly due to the negro popula- to
are appreciated by a soldier, Vilify he will find it hard to explain
tion according to the statistics. The, The weather
for the past month satisfactorily why he was divulging
in
the
homicide
rate
white
average
has been cold and at times below ;ui;'itary secrets to one whom he knew
Southern States for the years 1915-'1zero. It would not be so bad if weto be in enemy alien. He is of
was 63. while for the colored it was
Most of our Possessing appearance and was well
well clothed.
30.4.
That this is not the sole cause rvgiment
came from the sunny south liked by the younger social set
is shown, however, by the fact that
it does not get so cold.
irg bis brief stay in Alamogordo.
with its extraordinary
Memphis,
Our close order drills are about ir:ut he is not a New Mexican,
number of homicides, shows a white over.
Part of our drilling consists!
rate of 26.7. as against 133.7 for the of riding
horses at different gaits GOVERNMENT WILL USE
colored population.
land in ri'tterent ways and in groom- 65.000.000
POUNDS PAPER
ing. feeding and takmg care of them.
NEXT YEAR'S PRINTING
CEO. ADE'S KEEN WIT
Of course army life is more strict
ON
SATIRE
PRODUCES
tl an civil life but will not hurt any
e
million pounds of paper
THE METHODS OF BOCHE voiinu man from 18 years up. It Sixty-fivmuscles
all
whuh
certamly develops
,,rinfinK ; t)le vear beginning March
George Ade has come to the sup- ciy.J life never touches.
sub- 1918. according to estimates
,
port of the committee on national They are now picking out a ;tl1;tf((1 )v )hc pMic Printer today
a
issued
of
sort
has
rl?fcnse and
mecnintcs. ihick orivers. ami rail-- 1 'to tiie Joint Committee on Print- primer for those who run and read, road men and transferring them to, nig. This estimate is about 60 per
ethics
of
and
the
Kultur
out
setting
tne engineers corps ann Aviation
t of ,h, ml,nf:tv f
which
the kaiser as the celebrated author serfons
Office
Government
Printing
of "Fables in Slang" sees them. With
10:30
It is almost time for taps
all their humor they are true to when every one must be in bed. so wjn Ise (1,irjnfJ the pre,cnt year, the
.vtraord:narv demands for printing
type as wit can make them:
must close wishing you a prosperous
, tIie
r i,av;n(r aIreadv neces- is the best policy.
New Year.
sitated an expenditure of $2.200000
Blessed are the
A. J. Put ner.
Corp.
for the first five months of this
for they shall inherit the earth.
Camp Funston, Dec. 30.
fiscal year. It is expected, thereI): sure you are right handy with
fore that the total amount of paper
firearms, then go ahead.
WILSON IN CONTEMPT
which the Public Printer will have
An evil reputation is better than
to buv for the nresent fiscal year
ALLEGED
OF SENATE
riches.
BY sen. HARDWICK'1'' "ceed W 0"0 000 pounds, cost- Truth crushed to earth will not
anoni t.uuu.iw.
rise again if the crushing is done in
Iing
Increase ts Gigantic
a superior and efficient manner.
mc sen - ; Some idea of the vast increase in
Thrice armed is he who goes around wick, ucmocrat. aeciaren
ate todsv that President Wilson's ac- - Government printing due to the war
picking quarrels.
tion in holding over his cab'npt from may be had from the fact that in
Mieht makes right.
term without snhmit'inir normal years the PuM:c Printer has
Hell on earth and hatred for all ki fir
men.
nominations was a "contemotuous required onlv about 28 000.000 pounds
Rale of DisresntaM
disregard of senatorial courtesy. He I f all classes of paper, while for
Do onto others as yon suspect that introduced a resolution calling upon. the coming year his estimate for book
this total The
they might do unto yon if they ever the president to inform the senate naner alone exceeds
itself has estimat
get to be as disreputable as yon by what "warrants of law or authori- War Department
the
are .
ty" the nresent cabinet officers hold ed W it will require MOOOWn
God helps the man that helps him- thetr offices.
coming year for printing, which is
The resolution went over without ten times the amount it ordinarily
self to his neighbor's honse and his
purpose in peace
fields and his unprotected women. action. Senator Hardwirk promised eoend for
times. Of f icial Bulletin.
These apt apothegms of Knltur arc to make a speech en it later.
e
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New York, Dec. 29. School children in the city have thus far invested $41,292 in war savings stamps
the director of the campaign announced today.

The German idea of an armistice
is that the other fellow stops Fighting. New York Worti.
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PRESIDENT TAKES

THE PRESIDENT'S
"A

RAILROADS

Great National Necessity Dictated the Action.
at Liberty to Abstain From It."
By WOODROW

Names McAdoo as Director
eral for All Lines in
United States.

I

erties, Taken as a War
Measure.
Washing! on. President
Wilson,
nnder Ills wiir powers, has assumed possession nnd control of nil
the railroads nnd stenrnslilp lines with
in the United States.
The president Issued n proclamation Invoking his war mithoritv to
take over the railroads nnd appointing Secretary of the Treasury McAdoi
to the position of director general of
railways.
Mr. McAdoo will remain secretary
of the treasury, and in his dual role
will be the most powerful ofllciul in
the nation except the president.
The railroads will continue to be
operated by their respective corporations under the direction of Mr.
McAdoo, and the primary function of
the lines will become the transportation of troops and wnr supplies ami
materials, to which nil other service
will be subordinated.
Properties Which Are Taken.
The properties that will pass Into
the control of the government nre:
All railroads,
comprising 'JiiO.iXXI
miles of lines, valued ut $17,000,000,-000- .

The secretary of war and I are agreed that, all the circumstances
being taken into consideration, the best results can be obtained under the
immediate executive direction of William G. McAdoo, whose practical
experience peculiarly fits him for the service and whose authority as secas no other man
retary of the treasury will enable him to
could the many financial interests which will be involved and which
might, unless systematically directed, suffer very embarrassing entangle-

All coastwise, lake and river steam-

ship lines.
All terminals, terminal companies,
and terminal associations.
The Pullmnn company's sleeping
cars and parlor cars.
The packers' nnd oilier concerns' private car lines.
All rail rot d elevators and warehouses.
All railroad telegraph nnd telephone

ments.

The government of the United States is the only great government
now engaged In the war which has not already assumed control of this
sort. It was thought to be in the spirit of American institutions to attempt to do anything that was necessary through private management,
and if zeal and ability and patriotic motive could have accomplished the
necessary unification of administration it would certainly have been
accomplished; but no zeal or ability could overcome insuperable obstacles,
and I have deemed it my duty to recognize that fact in all candor, now
that it is demonstrated, and to use without reserve the great authority
reposea in me.
great national necessity aictated the action and I was
therefore not at liberty to abstain from it.

electric lines carry-

n

guar-inte-

pre-wa-

.

pre-wa-

pre-wa-

e

tills curtailment will be marked. Competition in passenger traflic between
Chicago and St. Paul and Chicago and
the Pacific const, for example, will be
abolished. This will mean the withdrawal of many trains.
Why Course Was Taken.
In a statement accompanying the
proclamation President Wilson says
that he yikes this radical action "because it has become Imperatively
necessary for me to do so." In order
to mobilize In the shortest possible
time nil the material resources of the
nation for the conduct of t lie war the
rnllronds, says the president, must be
and employed
organized,
under n single authority.
The attempt of the railroads themselves to provide this single authority
and simplified organization In the existing railroads' wnr board and its
has
committee
special operating
proved n failure because of physical
limitations, although the president
pays high tribute to the ability and
zeal of the five rail executives whose
efforts have been devoted to the tnsk.
The organization effected by the
rnllronds' war board will be the foundation upon which Iiirector (jeneral
McAdoo will build the structure of
government control. It Is not unlikely that some, If not all of the members
of the war board, will be associated
Willi Mr. McAdoo In administering the
munngcnicut of the unified lines.
In his statement tile president refers
to the defects of the system of unification attempted under private control.
Severn! ruilrouds have suffered financially and physically from carrying
out the orders of the war board, which
required them to be utilized in ex
tremely unprofitable transportation in
oder that the transportation of war
materials might be facilitated.
Need Fear No Losses.
Under government control no railroad will incur such losses. The ruilrouds will not be interested iu what
class of trullic they handle, will not
cure whether it is profitable or unprofitable. If it Is unprofitable the loss
will lie made good by the government,
for the government assures the stockholders the return on their Investment
they enjoyed (on the annual average)
for the three years ended June 30,

While Mr. McAdoo will not relinquish his post as head of the trensury
department he will be compelled to
turn over to others most of the routine
business of the department to which
at present he is giving his personal
attention. Of course he will have a
number of capable assistants to relieve him of some of the responsibility
connected with the duties he will shortly assume.
No Limit to Powers.
In his proclamation the president
confers upon Mr. McAdoo powers that
will be practically unlimited when he
enters upon the direction of the railways and enn be limited subsequently only by the president or by congress.
In the first place, Mr. McAdoo Is au
thorized to control and direct the railways under private operation
by
existing directors, receivers and officers "so long and to such extent as
he mny determine."
The railroad officials are Informed In the proclamation Mint they will continue the operation of the properties "until nnd except
ro far as suld director shall from time
to time by general or special orders
provide."
Mr. McAdoo will have power to discharge existing directors and other officials nnd appointed new ones.
However, It Is expected that generally the
executive forces of the various roads
will continue In their offices. In fact,
there Is supposed to be no one else
available for these Jobs, from presidents down.
Can Decide en Rates.
The director general Is to wield authority paramount to that of the Interstate commerce commission and state
railway commissions. The statutes
nnd orders of these bodies are to remain binding upon the rnllronds only
so long as Mr. McAdoo approves.
When he decides that rates should
be revised upward or downward, or
that national or state regulations
should be charged, all he will have to
do Is to Issue an order putting the
change Into effect, and that order, under the president's proclamation, "shall
have paramount authority and be obeyed as such."
The regular dividends hitherto declared and the Interest upon bonds and
IP 7.
L'nder government control the rnll- other obligations are to be pnid as
ronds are to be assisted In obtaining usual, unless Mr. McAdoo should dethe capital necessary to finance the termine otherwise, but nil renewals
vast extensions of trackage and ter- and extensions of maturing obligaminals and the building of additional tions can be made by the roads only
locomotives anil cars made imperative with the approval of the director general.
by the demands of war.
The president says that under govWhy McAdoo W-- s Chosen.
ernment control "the linancial earnThe president says he nnd Secretary
In whose name the exings of the railways need not then in- of War Bak-erterfere with the borrowings of the gov- ecutive takes possession of the lines,
ernment." Ituilroad Investments are are agreed that existing circumstances
to be made attractive to investors by make advisable the appointment of Mr.
Eventuthe government guarantee.
McAdoo, "whose practical experience
ally a loan may be made by the gov- peculiarly fits him for the service and
whose authority as secretary of the
ernment to the railroads.
It is said, however, in the selection treasury will enable him to
of Mr. McAdoo for director general of as no other man could, the many finanrailroads that there lies the greatest cial interests which will be Involved
promise of government assistance to nnd which might, unless systematthe railroads in financing their opera- ically directed, suffer embarrassing entions and extensions.
tanglements."
1

interest have gone out of them.
Through many years of conscienWomen Find Daily Sameness of Work tious work the home maker does not
quite realize her plight, yet all this
Exasperating and Long for Restime she suffers from a growing suspipite From Duties.
cion that life Is not acquiring for her
At the outset the home maker often the values which she expected, that for
accepts cheerfully enough such max- her It Is bringing no widening of
ima as "blessed be drudgery" and "he sphere or of outlook. In a vague
who is faithful In that which Is least
way, says a writer In the
She mas- New Republic she feels the Inexorable
shall become the greatest."
ters la a year or two years at most de- effects of child training and housetail which must, nevertheless, be re- - keeping upoa her owa mental Ufa
pea tad. although all the freshness and and powers. .
TRIALS

OF THE HOME MAKER

,

Earning and Spending.
Earning! money keeps some men
from their wives. Spending money
drives some women farther away from
their husbands. The proper way is for
husband and wife to earn together and
spend together.

THEATER FILLED WITH PEOPLE
COLLAPSES AND MANY ARE
KILLED AND INJURED.

125,000

IN SLAV PEACE

t

(

v

ARE HOMELESS

FREEING OF PRISONERS
WITHDRAWAL OF ARMIE8
CUSSED BY ENVOY8.

AND
DIS-

AT CAMBRAI

FIGHTING

PROVISIONS ARE SCANT AND U.
8. SHIPS ARE SENT TO RENDER ASSISTANCE.

THREE BRITISH 8HIPS SUNK OFF

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
San Salvador, Dec. 31. Guatemala
City, capital of the republic of Guate-

Amsterdam, Dec. 31. The Bulgarian premier, Vasell Radoslavoff, according to a Sofia dispatch, has sent
a message to all the provincial prefects to the effect that Bulgaria has
accepted the Russian proposals.
Provisional agree- ment on a series of important points,,
including liberation of war prisoners'
and resumption of commercial relations, was reached by the delegates ot
Russia and the Central powers in discussion of Issues which, in the event
of a general peace would have to be
settled among the nations represented
in the negotiations here.
This pro
visional discussion was terminated, the
basis of an agreement adopted being
reported under the reservation that it
was to be examined by the governments represented by the delegates.
In respect of treaty relations, an un
derstanding was arrived at regarding
the restoration of the situation as it
existed when the war began.
It was provided that certain laws
adopted during the war shall be cancelled, and that those affected thereby shall be restored to their previous
rights or indemnified.
The rules in regard to payment of
war costs and damages were defined.

DUTCH

COAST

AND 193 OFFIC- -'

ERS AND MEN PERISH.

mala, has been completely destroyed
by an earthquake. Many persons were
killed In the disaster, some in their
homes and others in the street. The
Mrs. Philip North Moore, president
Colon theater, which was filled with
of the National Council of Women,
people, collapsed. There were many
casualties among the audience. VariCol. John Nance is chief of the baln
ous hospitals and asylums and the TREACHERY
loon division of the United States
SUSPECTED
service.
prisons were badly damaged and
many patients and prisoners were
killed.
The railroad depot, sugar
LABOR BAGKS PREMIER mills, postoffice, the American and ALLIES WILL REJECT TERMS OFFERED BY COUNT CZERNIN,
British legations, United States con
sulate and all the churches In the city
WIN FIRST, THEN MAKE TERMS, have been leveled.
Deep fissures Will Ask Germany to Make Reparation for All Wrongs and Evacuate
SAY WORKMEN.
opened in the middle of the city.
Territory Seized,
The inhabitants in panic have fled
from the capital. Scores of thousands
Slavs Form Republic In Southern Part are homeless. The stock of provisions
London, Dec. 28. Germany's latest
of Ukraine Report Rumanian
In the city is scant and aid is required peace offer made through
Count
Ruler Abdicates.
promptly.
Czernin, foreign minister of
The Salvadorean government has
will be rejected by the al
suspended the official New Year cele lies, just like other peace offers that
Service.
News
Western Newpajer I'nlon
bration and entered into mourning in have emanated from Berlin during the
London, Dec. 29. Premier Lloyd sympathy with Guatemala.
past year. The Czernin offer is conGeorge, In a letter which he sent to
sidered absolutely
unsatisfactory to
Dec.
31.
Another Great Britain and it is presumed Lontho special national labor conference,
Washington,
declared: "Achiovemeut of the pur- earthquake at Guatemala City Sunday don is speaking for all of the allies.
poses for which the allies are fighting virtually destroyed the city. A Navy Of course, the Czernln offer has not
is essential to the future freedom and Department
report bald everything been communicated to the allies offl
peace of mankind." The premier also was In ruins and that 125,000 people cially, but its text has been read by
osserted that a statement on war aim3 were in the streets. American naval those who are in charge of the govcould be made only in agreement with vessels have been ordered to render ernment and by them openly and unGreat Britain's allies. The question assistance.
officially rejected.
The series of earthquakes began
So suspicious of treachery is Lonof issuing a fresh joint declaration, he
Christmas
and
culminated
in
don of any peace offer from Germany
was
Sunday
day
added,
being constantly kept
view by the entente allied govern- night in violent Bhocks which complet that something more substantial than
a communication from the
ments. The premier's statement Is ed the work of destruction.
The original Guatemala City was
foreign minister to the
regarded as the British re,,ly to the
German peace offer.
destroyed in 1541 and 8,000 of the in Russian Bolsheviki will have to be
of
made before any attention is paid.
The labor conference was convened habitants were killed by a deluge
Germany can have peace if sho
here by the parliamentary committee water from a nearby volcano, which
The sec- makes the proper kind of an offer and
of the Trades Union Congress and the was rent by an earthquake.
executive of the labor party In the ond capital was destroyed by an earth- not until. The Czernin offer Is a clevThe houses of the er proposition which could be concentral hall at Westminster to con quake In 1773.
sider a "memorandum on war aims." present capital were built low in con- strued In a dozen different ways at a
conference table. This is one of the
A pronounclamento was adopted, with sequence of the liability to earthreasons why the allies suspect more
a virtual unanimous show of hands, quakes.
German treachery.
It is doubtful if
declaring that In continuing the war
RED CROSS GETS $20,000,000.
any answer is made to the peace oflabor is actuated by a determination
to make the world safe for democracy Each of Thirteen National Divisions fer, even if it is presented to the allies In some formal manner.
hereafter.
Exceeds Quota Set for It.
Germany must make full reparation
No sympathy was expressed In the
New York, Dec. 31. The American for all the
wrongs and barbarities she
text of the statement with attempts Red Cross will begin the now year
has inflicted upon the allies and must
to convert the war Into one of con- with a
membership of more than
evacuate all territory she has seized
quest, but It Insisted that restitution,
it was announced at the close and is now occupying. She must also
reparation and also certain territorial of the nation-wldenrollment cam- give up
surrendor
readjustments are necessary If the re- paign. Every one of the thirteen naclaim to her lost colonies, and renewal of armaments and war Is to be tional divisions exceeded the quota set any
store Poland. In addition, it must be
avoided.
for it.
understood that the Holy Laud will
Actual new members added to the never be returned to the Turks nor
numIxmdon. The establishment of a re rolls were 14,853,535 and of thia
will Turkish territory captured by the
public In White Russia has been an- ber the Southwestern division contrib- British at an enormous cost of blood
nounced, according to Petrograd ad uted 3,250,000. The other divisions and treasure he returned to Sultan.
vices. A rada, or legislative body, for and the number of new members folAnd when the Kaiser is ready to ac
the territory has been assembled at lows: Central, 2,750,000; Lake,
cede to these demands, be will be
Minsk, at which place a decree will
Atlantic, 1,600,000; Pennsyl- asked by the United States to pay for
be issued proclaiming the independ vania, 1,450,000; New England, 1,200,-00- all the American ships his
ence of the state.
Northwestern, 559,535; Pacific, have sent to the bottom of the ocean
500,000; Northern, 388,000; Gulf,
in violation of international law. FurPotomac, 250,000; Southern,
thermore, he will be expected to pay
Petrograd. There are persistent
Mountain, 181,000.
rumors here that King Ferdinand of
a heavy indemnity for all American
Rumania has abdicated In favor of
lives lost as the result of the operaU. S. Troops Kill Mexican Bandits.
and sea raiders.
Crown Prince Charles.
tions of his
Marfa, Tex., Dec. 28. Ten of the
U. S. TAKES OVER RAILROADS.
Washington, Dec. 28. Germanys
Mexican bandits who raided Candcla-rl- a
Christmas morning were killed proposals to the Russian Bolshevik enforDirector McAdoo Drafts Rail Presl and a number wounded when Ameri- voy through the
dents to Work Out Operating Plans. can cavalry troops under Col. George eign minister for a basis of peace,
T, Langhorne overtook the fleeing have attracted little more than passWashington, Dec. 29. As the first bandits
on the Mexican side of the ing interest here, chiefly because the
practical step in the government's op Rio Grande. One American Boldier attitude of the United States governeration of railroads, which began yes was wounded
during the running ment has not changed in any degree
McAdoo
terday, Director General
will recover. Many of the since President Wilson solemnly told
drafted the railroad war board into fight, but
horses stolen by the bandits were re- Congress that the word of the presant
the government service to work out
rulers of Germany could not be accovered.
on
of
and
submit
unified
operat
while.
plans
cepted for anything worth
The
them to him for approval.
Moreover, officials here think the
Mexican Federals After Bandits.
include
Fair"emergency operators"
conditions Imposed by the TeuEl Paso, Tex. Mexican federal cav- very
fax Harrison, president of the Southtonic plenipotentiaries
stamp their
the
"hot
have
taken
troops
up
alry
ern railway; Howard Elliott, New
promises of "no annexation and no inin
few
of
the
trail"
remaining
pursuit
&
railHartford
York, New Haven
demnities" as insincere.
chairman Mexican bandits who raided the Brlte
way; Julius Kruttschnitt,
It has been assumed from the first
store
ranch
Christmas
and
morning, that the
executive committee Southern Pacific;
object of the Germans woulo
and
civilians
three
wounding be to
Hale Holden, president Chicago, Bur- killing
the Russians talking as
keep
in
bandit
chase
the
lington & Quincy, and Samuel Rea, one, beginning
confuse the situation
as
possible,
long
where
American
the
Mexico,
cavalry in
president Pennsylvania lines.
conceivable way and thereby
every
beto
were
forced
abandon it
At noon Friday the approximately troops
for further troop movements
of supplies and dis- gain time
250,000 miles of American railway sys- cause of the lack
while Impressing their Peoto
France,
tems silently merged into one great tance from their base in Mexico.
ple at home with the idea that the
continual chain for the winning of the
Kaiser really wants to make peace.
Belgium Stripped of Meager Food.
war, regarded by many as the openIn
a
new
of
official
Slayer of Two Americans Shot.
government opdispatch
epoch
Washington. An
ing
Washington. At least one of the
eration and control of public utilities, received here by the Belgian legation
said information had come through Mexicans who killed Lee Sharp and
passed by without formal ceremony:
Holland that the Belgians in occupied Clarence Sellers near Pledras Negras
Fire Sweeps Packing Plant.
territory are being literally stripped recently has been shot and killed by
the AmerChicago. Fire at the plant of the bare by German requisition, extending Mexican government troops,
Omaha Packing Company caused a to the most necessary requisites of ican consul at Piedras Negras relife.
ported.
loss estimated at $150,000.
avi-itlo-

Austria-Hungar-

Austro-Hungarla- n

Alsace-Lorrain-

Brest-Lltovs-

There was heavy fighting
The Germans made a strong attack on a front
of about two miles, according to Field
Marshal Halg's report. They succeeded In gaining a foothold at two points,
but later were ejected in part by British counter attacks.
London.

Dec. 29 'south of Cambral.

Three British torpedo
London.
boat d stroyers were sunk through being stri'ck by torpedoes or hitting a
mine off tha Dutch coast on the nicht
of Dec. 22 with a Ions of thirteen officers nnd 180 men, the admiralty announced.
The British
London, Dec. 29.
troops in Palestine have repulsed a
Turkish attack north and northwest
of Jerusalem and made an advance ot
f
miles on a
about two and
front of nine miles along the Turkish
right flank, says an official communication. The Turks suffered severs
losses In the repulse, which came after the British pickets had been driven
one-hal-

in.

in Northern
Italian Headquarters
29.
Further reports of the
attempt of Austrian aviators to raid
Treviso, which resulted so disastrousItaly, Dec.

the brilliant
work done by both Italian and British aviutors.
Although eleven Austrian machines were brought down,
only a few Italian airplanes were damaged. Five Italian and one British
were killed.
ly for them, emphasize

375,-00250,-00-

Italian Army Headquarters In Northern Italy, Dec. 28. One of the greatest air raids the enemy has attempted
on this front came to grief when nearairplanes
ly half a fleet of twenty-fivwere destroyed, with an extensive list
of killed or wounded.
e

Austro-Hungaria-

Five Perish In New York Cold.
New York. When the thermometer
went to 13 below zero Dec. 29 New
York experienced the coldest weather
In the history of the local weather
bureau. There was general suffering
Six below
because of coal shortage.
zero was the former low mark. Five
deaths due to cold were reported and
many persons suffering from frost
bite were treated at hospitals. Fog
over the harbor virtually suspended
water traffic. Hundreds who had no
coal took refuge in police stations.
President Celebrates 61st Birthday.
Washington. Coincident with the
taking over of the railroads, President
birthWilson celebrated his sixty-firB- t
No special
ceremony was
day.
planned at the White House, as the
wartime rush of work makes impossible any deviation in the President's
daily routine. Congratulatory letters
and messages piled into the White
House all day.
Army Needs 37,500 Nurses.
Washington. Estimates based on
an army of 1,500,000 men are that
nurses will be needed in the army
nurse corps.
37,-6-

Secretary Lane to Address Councils.
Washington. War conferences of
State Councils of Defense will be addressed during the week of Jan. 14 to
Lane at Chicago,
19, by Secretary
Louisville; Columbus, Mo.; Topeka,
Kan., and Lincoln, Neb.

Reds Seize Petrograd Banks.
Petrograd. Soldiers acting under
the orders of Finance Commissioner
Menshinsky surrounded and seized all
private banks in Petrograd, including
the branch of tho national City Bank
of New York.

Kaiser's Airmen Kill U. S. Troops.
With the American Army In France.
During a recent moonlight night
German aviators dropped bombs near
a certain town, and two American privates who were In a camp in a wood
were killed.

Bessarabia Begins Independent Rule.
Petrograd. Bessarabia declared its
Independence as the Moldavian republic to form a part of the Russian federated republic.

Aliens Barred From Business.
Chicaeo. A city ordinance denying
aliens license to engage in business
after Mav 1. 1918. unless they have
taken out their first citizenship pa
pers, is In eftect nere.

Chinese Troops Capture Harbin.
Tokio. Two hours of street fighting preceded the surrender of the Bolshevik forces in Harbin to Chinese
troops, according to a foreign office
dispatch.

Bank President Held for Murder.
Peoria, 111. E. A. Strause, the bank
president who killed his cashier,
Berne M. Mead, recently was held
without bail on a murder charge by
verdict of a coroner's Jury.

Hundred Sammies Given Promotions.
With the American Army in France.
One hundred American soldiers received promotions Monday for their
Included in the
Christmas present.
lucky list of Sammies were two engineering officers whose coolness at
Cambral helped the British check the
bodies' counter attacks.

Next Formal Draft About Feb. 15.
Th next draft mil
inoinrlinz deferred nercentaees of the
first quota will be made up under
the questionnaire classification, Provost Marshal General. Crowder an
nounced, mere win oe no runner
call, therefore, before Feb. IS, he
said.

Michigan Has $200,000 Fire.
Saginaw, Mich. Fire of unknown
City
origin destroyed the Saginaw-BaTraction Company's car barns here.
Thirty-sicity street cars were consumed. Only four cars were saved.
The damage is placed at $200,000.

Wife Shoots Hun Tearing U. 8. Bond.
Los Angeles, Cal. Because her husband, William Kafitz, a wealthy retired German, attempted to tear up the
Liberty Bonds which the had purchased, Mrs. Maud M. Kafitz, an American woman, shot and seriously wounded him at their palatial home here:
The police refused to arrest Mrs. Ka- -'
tits.

Date Set for Aliens to Register.
Washington. The week of Feb. 4
was set aside by the Department of
Justice for registration of the 500,000
unnaturalized Germans In the Continental United States by police and
postmasters In pursuance of President
Wilson's alien enemy proclamation.
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MRS. PHILIP NORTH MOORE

QUAKE DESTROYS

Was Not

have exercised the powers over the transportation systems of the
country which were granted me by the act of congress of August, 1916,
because it has become Imperatively necessary for me to do so. This la a
war of resources no less than of men, perhaps even more than of men,
and It la necessary for the complete mobilization of our resources that
the transportation system of the country should be organized and employed under a single authority and a simplified method of
which have not proved possible under private management and control.
The committee of railway executives who have been
with the government in this all important matter have done the utmost
that it was possible for them to do; have done it with patriotic zeal and
with great ability; but there were difficulties that they could neither
escape nor neutralize. Complete unity of administration in the present
circumstances involves upon occasion and at many points a serious dislocation of earnings, and the committee was, of course, without power or
authority to rearrange charges or effect proper compensations and adjustments of earnings.
Several roads which were willingly and with admirable public spirit
accepting the orders of the committee have already suffered from these
circumstances and should not be required to suffer further. In mere
fairness to them the full authority of the government must be substituted.
The government itself will thereby gain an immense increase of efficiency
in the conduct of the war and of the innumerable activities upon which
its successful conduct depends.
The public Interest must be first served, and in addition the financial
interests of the government and the financial Interests of the railroads
must be brought under a common direction. The financial operations of
the railways need not, then, Interfere with the borrowings of the government, and they themselves can be conducted at a greater advantage.
Investors in railway securities may rest assured that their rights and
Interests will be as scrupulously looked after by the government as they
could be by the directors of the several railway systems. Immediately
upon the reassembling of congress I shall recommend that these definite
guarantees be given: First, of course, that the railway properties will
be maintained during the period of federal control In as good repair and
as complete equipment as when taken over by the government; and,
second, that the roads shall receive a net operating income equal in each
case to the average net Income of the three years preceding June 30,
1917; and I am entirely confident that the congress will be disposed in
this case, as in others, to see that justice Is done and full security assured
to the owners and creditors of the great systems which the government
must now use under its own direction or else suffer serious embarrass-

Action, Which Affects Also Coastwise,
Lake and River Steamship Prop-

Street Car Lines Exempt.
The president will not take over at
this time any street car or local pas
senger carrying Interiirban electric
lines, but he provides in bis priiclnmn-tlothat by subsequent order he may
(nke possession of any such lines
found desirable. Including subways
itnl tunnels.
The proclamation does not speclflc-illmention express companies, but
the language of the proclamation, in
which there appear the words, "and
11 other
equipment and appurtenances
commonly used upon or operated as a
part of such system," would seem to
Include these companies.
Guarantee of Fair Profit.
The government guiirantees to the
stockholder of each of the railroads
a profit equal lit least to the average
profits of the road during the fiscal
rears of l!ll.r, HI10 nnd 1!17.
Taking all of the roads of the country asii basis, the general average was
5.21 per cent on their total capital investment.
The president says that he will
isk congress to provide for the
r
of
earnings to the owners of the properties, and he adds:
"Investors In railway securities
may rest assured that their rights nnd
Interests will be as scrupulously looked
after by the government as they could
be by the several railway systems."
McAdoo to Negotiate.
Director (general McAdoo is Instructed to negotiate with the railroads immediately agreements providing for a
compensation to the owners of the
properties amounting to the average
net profit derived by each company
r
period,
during the three-yea- r
these agreements to be submitted to
In
connection
the president for action
with the legislation asked of congress.
Bondholders anil other security holders nre to receive the same return on
their Investment they received during
r
the
period anil other creditors
are to receive their due with rights
unimpaired.
The president takes possession of
the railroads by executive order under
the authority conferred upon him by a
provision of the army appropriation act
of August 'J!. 1'.iH, which follows:
"The president in time of war Is empowered, through the secretary of war,
to take possession ami assume control
of any system or systems of transportation, or any part thereof, nnd to
Utilize the same, to the exclusion, as
far as may be necessary, of all cither
traflic thereon, for the transfer or
transportation of troops, wnr material
and equipment, or for such other purposes connected with emergency as
may be needful or desirable."
Cut in Passenger Traffic
The government will be required to
provide the railroads with approximately $1,000,000,000, it is estimated,
for the expnnsion and building of nonterminals, extensions of trackage and
additional rolling stock.
Government control will nlso entail
a general shifting of rolling stock to
the centers of war industry to relieve
the congestion of transportation of war
materials. Hundreds of engines and
thousands of cars will be sent from
western and southern roads to eastern
territory, where SO per cent of the
war supplies are being produced.
Passenger traffic Is scheduled to be
greatly curtailed. On western roads
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With Allies.
of Japan with
Tokio
Ground Glass Found In Feed. '
her allies in the war to the fullest exEmtent of her ability was pledged by
Camp Dodge, Jowa. Ground glass)
peror Toshihito in the speech from the was discovered la canned tomatoes lav
throne at the openln ot oarllament sued here for we of soldiers.,, ...

Japan to

.

1

.Nicaragua Indorsed course of United
States.
April 20. Russian council of workmen's
and soldiers' delegates declared against
peace.
separate
Two German destroyers sunk oft Dover.
April 21. British war commission arrived
In United States.
Turkey severed relations with United
States.
April 14. French war commission arrived In United States.
British made further advances In Arras
sector in face of desperate opposition by
Germans.
April 25. German destroyers bombarded
Dunkirk but were driven off.
American tanker Vacuum sunk by submarine; naval lieutenant and 9 gunners
lost.
April 27. British occupied Arleaux and
half of Oppy.
April 28. Congress passed army bills
with selective conscription features.
Guatemala severed relations with Germany.
April 29. General Petaln made chief of
French staff.
May 3. Chilean minister to Germany
demanded his passports.
British began new offensive west of
Queant and took Freanoy.
May 4. French captured Craonne. modi-fled
House passed espionage bill with
press censorship clause.
British transport Transylvania torpedoed; 413 lives lost.
May 6. French made big advance on
four mile front southwest of Laon.
May 6. Bolivia severed relations with
Germany.
May 7. Coalition government of provisional government and soldiers' and workmen's delegates formed In Russia.
May 8. Germans recaptured Fresnoy
from British.
May 11. Italy reported destruction of 13
German submarines In one week.
Chicago board of trade stopped trading
In May wheat.
again hit the Hlnden-bur- g
May
line, establishing themselves near
Bullecourt.
May 14. Senate passed espionage bills
without prohibition and press censorship
clauses.
Italians attacked along the whole Isonso
front, gaining ground north of Gorltz.
Officers' training camps opened.
May 15. Chancelor Hollweg before the
Reichstag refused to dlscusa Germany's
peace alms.
Trading tn wneat futures stopped in six
middle west exchanges.
Italians made big gains on Julian front.
taking 17.Monte Cuoco and Monte Vodlce.
senate passed army drnrt Dill.
May
British completed capture of Bullecourt.
Mav 18. President Wilson ordered one
division, commanded by General Pershing
sent to France at once. He alBO signed
the army draft bill and Bet June S for

territory east of Zbrocs, but Russian re-iBinnue sunenea.
Henry Chapman Gilbert, Washington,
first man accented for National
army.
cruiser Ariadne torpedoed; St
,rlilBO
emeu.
91.
h
forces
July
opened
In Flanders on 20 mile
great offensive
front taking 11 villages and 5,000 prisoners.
Aug. 1. British And FVennh iTHlned fur
ther ground In Ypres sector, but Germans
recaptured St Jullen and part of West-hoe-

lines north of the Alsns. Infllctlna- hssvv I March
Sixty-fourt- h
congress exDlred. docks at Baltimore: seven persons killed.
losses and taking 8,000 prisoners.
Twelve senators by filibuster prevented
Dec. 6. Explosion of French ammunition
American troops went Into first 11ns passage of ship arming
bill and much ship tn Halifax harbor killed 4,000 and
trenches and fired first shot at Germans.
wrecked
other
much of the city and suburbs.
Important
legislation.
Oct, 24. Austrians and Germans began
17.
Dec.
Woodrow Wilson took oath of office In
American
submarine F-- l
offensive along Isohzo front.
sunk In collision; 19 lost
Anglo-FrencOct. 25. French made another big gain private.
March (.Wilson and Marshall InauguIn Alsne sector.
rated.
YEAR IN
Austro-Germa- n
attack drove Italians
March . Federal grand Jury at New
back to frontier on the Julian line forc- York Indicted 163 eastern
fuel dealers for
NECROLOGY
ing abandonment of Balnslzsa plateau; criminal conspiracy to raise coal prices.
30,000 Italians captured.
March 9. President Wilson called extra
Oct.
at- session of congress for April 16.
French
Western Newspaper Union News Ssrvloe.
and
made
big
In Flan- - tack east of Ypres.
Aug. 2 German counter-attacMarch IS. Harry K. Thaw adjudged InJan. 2. Stanislaus Stange, comic opera
Progress of the War of Civiliza
OtSNVfCtt MAIIKUTI.
uers repuisea.
Brazil declared state of war with Ger- sane by Philadelphia
court.
New York.
at
librettist,
Kornlloff succeeded Brusstloff as com- many existed.
March 17. One hundred years of peace
10.
tion Against Germany.
William F. Cody (Buffalo BUI)
Jan
mander tn chief nf HiiRnlnn Armies.
27 -- If allans In general retreat, 100.000
Oct
celebetween United States and Canada
Jan. 11. Sebastian Schleslnger, com- Grass steers, goodCattle.
Aug. 3. Austrians captured Czernowits captured; Teutons advanced beyond Clvl-dal- e. brated
to choice 10.25 11.00
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April 9 Supreme court upheld woman's Washington.
Count George von Hertllng made Gernational Guard into federal service.
Czar of Ruula Deposed. and Radicals
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ings of 1917.
April 24. Federal trade commission re ducer.
Food control bill sent to President Wll Palestine.
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donated to the Red Crosi IS pajima
suits besides making for the Red
Cross, 6 pajama suits 4 surgical robes
2 bed shirts and 75 knitted wipe,
ft is, now making bed comfortables
which it will sell to raise funds.
Mrs. Carrie Padon Phelps, county
demonstrator, is at work daily, meeting the ladies of the county, in the
various precincts, giving talks on
conservation and making demonstrations relative to her office. She is
promoting the establishment of a
woman's exchange and will institute
a vigorous campaign against flies ia
February, 1918.

VALUATIONS PLACED UPON LIVESTOCK IN NEW MEXICO

1918.

FOR
HORSES.
A.

.'

Commlitlonrr Berryhill to Resign

matter at the post office
Entered as second-clas- s
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.

s

Per Head
Not less than $20.00
Horses, Condemned Cow Tonies
II. Horses, Good I'onies
Not less than 50.00
C.
Not less than 50.00
Creary, of Magdalcna, secretary; Dr. D Horses, Work Ponies
Not less than 75.00
Horses, Work
Adclard E. Bessette of San Marcial.
E.
Not
less than .WOO
Horses, Stock
Socorro Chieftain.
'
F. Horses, Stallions
Not less than 200.00
G. Horses, Thorough-bre- d
Stallions
Not less than 500.00
New Coal Yard
The Magdalena Coal, Wood and
Feed Yard, which is under the man- MULES.
Per Head
agement of Fred Salome, is now open H.
Not less than 50.00
Mules, Spanish
and ready for business with a full
I.
Not less than, 100.00
Mules, American
line of the best coal and wood.
Not less than. 500.00
Jacks
J. Thorough-bre- d
6.00
K. Burros
Not less than
Ciy Cafe Open.
Not less than 200.00
The New City Cafe, which will L. Graded Jacks
occupy the room reoently vacated
by the Elk Barber shop, will be open I. MINIMUM VALUATION OF CATTLE
FOR AVERAGE MIXED HERDS.
for business in the next few days.
Per Head
The hiiildinp is heinp fitted un in
Not less than 33.00
on
open ranee
best 0f stye, with every con Al Cattle, Common,
3C m
1!
Not
less
than
in
Cattle, Common,
pasture
venience and will be under the manNot less than 3600'
range
agement of the City Cafe Company. CI Cattle, Graded, on
Not less than 38.50
Dl Cattle, Graded, in pasture
cc no
El Cattle, Thoroughbred Herefords or other beef. Not less than c.cnn
Fire Destroy
Restaurant
Not less than
Cattle, Other Thoroughbred Classes
A small frame building adjoining I7
Not less than 55.00
the Aragon Oarage in the west part Gl Cattle, Common Dairy
Not less than 82 50
Cattle, Improved Dairy
of town, was destroyed by fire last II
week. The building was being used
as a restaurant, the loss was light
without any insurance. Magdalcna MINIMUM VALUATION OF CATTLE OF DIFFERENT SEXES AND AGES.
News,
II. Common Cattle on Open Range.
Per Head
Not less than
22.50
A2 Coming Yearling Heifers
MORA
Not less than 22.50
Ii2 Coming Yearling Steers
Not less than 35.00
Heifers
C2 Coming
A Happy Thought
Not less than V 00
Steers
1)2 Coming)
C. I.. Wenscll, Manager of the Roy K2
Not
less than 42.00
Steers
Coming Three and
Trading Co. renumbered each of his F2 Cows
Not less than
38.50
employees Christmas with a Saving G2 Bulls
Not less than 38.50
Certificate, with a $5.00 stamp affixed
to each. It is a handsome rcmem- - III. Common Cattle in Pasture.
brance and. if each will add stamps
Per Head
as they save their salaries, instead A3 Coming Yearling Heifers
Not less than 24.50
will
do
a
them,
spending
Not less than 24.50
they
R3 Coming Yearling Steers
great service. The plan and sugges C3 Coming
Not less than 36.00
Heifers
tion is the best ever devised and D3 Coming
Not less than 38.00
Steers
it was a happy thought on the part K3
Not less than 43.00
Steers
Coming Three and
of Mr. Wcnsell to start it in this F3 Cows
Not less than 41.00
clever manner. Roy
... Not less than 41.00
G3 Bulls

CHAVES

J

s s

W. A. licrryliill, chairman of the
hoard of comity commisbioncrs, arrived from his home near Tatum
1
I'riday to attend a meeting of the
hoard to clean up all business for
X
Subscription to Weekly State Record $1.50 per year J
the year. Mr. Berryhill informed a
reporter of the News that he would
hand in his resignation on Saturday
FRIDAY JANUARY 4, 1918
His reason is
before adjournment.
LAND FOR SALE.
the fact that alt his interests are now
LARGE TRACT of grazing land north of
in Lea county, and although he could
Lorrisburg.
Plenty of water for stock .nd
remove bis family to Roswell and
A FAVORED STATE
farming. Includes best farm land in southAS TO WAR CRITICISM
western New Mexico for wheat, beans, corn,
continue to hold the office he dide
potatoes and hav. Fenced and cross fenced.
A. C
Av.r Mas...: not think such action wouldbe con-thState
Large range area adjoining. No. 136,
as all Ins pecuniary interests
The investigation which the
New
boy.U.stent,
Mexico
Sanla re, n. M.
of
the
some
where
'
of Chaves county. Mr.
Senat it now conduc ing at to .re
'
ku
the
temper.ture
training,
320 acres, I
BARGAIN
a conscientious
th conduct of the war ihowi a
been more .ban 30 degree, below ltsrryh.11andhashasmade
miles from Mills, New Mexico, and 15 mile t
condition of inefficiency which is !,ero.
sought to serve the
'rom Roy New Mexico; good roads, land '
.how that ""
report,
New.paper
he very best of his .bill- good for farming and grazing; half is ssndv
hocking and horrifying the peoin one of tne New Jersey asylum, cunty to
loam and half black soil, 90 acres broken fur
Wswell News.
ple of this republic. Our governlack of boiler equip-- t
for
well with good water, 200 acre.
the
in.ane,
ennivation,
ment is a great big, unwieldy
for the
'ment made it impos.ible
to grazing; price $9.00 per acre. No. 106.
be
thing, which does not lend itself
Ford.
Five
Load.
Car
to
in
the building,
temperature
Slate Record, Santa Fe, N, M.
this
readily to the business of makkept above zero. A number of the v. The Roswell Auto Company
loads
of
car
ing war. When there ia a carereceived
five
On
eik
mtriihed.
10,00 ACRE RANCH 24 miles north of
inmat.i
i.
ful analysis made of the previftnod fences, fair grass, 480 acres deedthe Yukon, a temperature of 86 be- - Fords. Many purchasers, who have
ed land, balance
leased. State land, good
ous training, preparation and gena
were been on the waiting list for many
wm
200 head of white faced cat- Hospital
.low
imDruvemrms.
regia'ered.
eral fitness for the work of those crowded and many died of
have been supplied and are now.
'e caTI ne oought with ranch, plenty of
day
pneumonia.
who are in control, the wonder
leeil. No. 135,
state ticcoru, oam. re,
happy. Koswell Kecord.
It was not possible to make any
N. Al.
grows that so much has been acIn New
in such weather.
complished.
About three sections of leased
WANTED
York City, in the crowded tenement Gambler. Pleaded Guilty
No man, honest, well informed
i.ni'i wnii i'ii 1117 in kiaib nu water, ucniic
Trov I'attcrson and Cal Williams.
without
ik nrmninii
'.i;.i.;,i.
where cattle can graze alt the
a
location
New
and impartial, believed that
entered a plea of
negroes,
fuel. The only heat available was both
Please give full description
year round.
ton D Baker would make a great
of water supply,
the many who guilty U fore Judge Parsons to the
bodies
the
of
buildings and other imfrom
Secretary of War. He is not the
provements in first letter. No. 133, care
huddled toge her in the building!. charge of gambling they were both
Santa
State
Fe, New Mexico.
best man for the place, and for
in
of
thirty days
Some relief for them wa. obtained given a sentence
this one valid reason should be by
OVER 7500 ACRES with plenty of w.tet.
of trench tail and required to pay the costs,
number,
large
diverting
vvilli
timber for stock protection, located
replaced. There it no doubt as
put
candles, which had been made by The jail sentence is not to be giv-jniar two railroads, particulars 00 request.
lo his pat riot Urn and integrity,
and college girl, into operation for several day?
women
-- No 64. Slate Record,
Santa Fe, N. M.
patriotic
but be is not big enough. Great
America, for the troops ing them an opportunity to run away
Britain. France, Italy, and even inthroughout
125 ACRES
UNDER Springer Ditch System,
if they so desire. Roswell Record.
trenches in France,
the
with 12S shares of stock in Springer Ditch
Germany these have tried many
New Mexican, remaining at home,
Co., 75 acres in Alfalfa, balance good farmmen in high commands, and reto
been
not
has
which
ing land all under the ditch, good four
subjected
yet
SOCORRO
unthem
as
as
fast
their
placed
wire fence around the land, good four room
rigors of real winter, have much
house, good barn and sheds, one and erne
fitness had been proved. This the
them
make
to
that
grateful.
half miles from Springer on north bank of
ought
has applied to generals, commAuto Into Ditch
"Horns"
Tourist
River.
IV.
Graded
Price per acre $85.00. No,
Cimarron
on
Cattle
Range.
Open
anders-in-chief,
members and
115.
State Record. Santa Fe. N. M.
P. Powers, county agnt,
Homer
Per Head
DONA ANA
TO SELL ROAD
CATTLE LOCATION on which you c.e
premiers of cabinets. These counwent up to Sabinal Wednesday,
A 4 Coming Yearling Heifers
Not less than 26.00 Amake
Good for $5,000 a ye.r
a fortune.
tries have held that the success
where he was called to vaccinate
9.00u now, capacity
II 4 Coming Yearling Steers
Not less than
can be increased and more
of the Allied Cause is to be put
Sale of the New Mexico Central 25(1 calves for D. A. Ortega, and on fVf tin a Tft liltrllii n inanat
Not
less
Heifers
to
C4
ailfleri
o.UU
ratif!
000a
than
Coming
present noldings
above any sentimental considerailroad will be allowed to proceed.! f : r.1Mrn home was horned off the
There will be a business meeting D4 Coming
water. EOod crass, eood
Not less than jnrvi clhiiate. good
Steers
P
-67.
No.
Santa
State
location.
now that the United .tales CoTern- Hitcord,
ration for an individual who
Ft,
f
in
tlw.
hv
an
l
river
?.,.,
,,,,1
,l.
ie Onrcc
Not less than 44.00
K4 Coming Three and
Steers
ment ban taken over and is operating auto ,niriS( who neither stopped nor trict representatives of the irriga F4 Cows
might have his sensitive feelings
Not less than 42.00
an tne raiiroaus oi me Lonuneniai looked
hurt by his removal.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES.
back to sec whether Mr.
and drainage systems.
Not less than 42.00
G4 Bulls
What we desired especially to United States. Judsre Holloman, of 'ovvirs was dead or alive. Guess he jtion
Those who are superintendents of
SHEEP RANGE Fine tract of sheep
'he First District courts, is allowing lmsf nilV(, i)een from Boston, where ditches will
say in beginning this editorial is
on conditions in V. Graded Cattle in Pasture.
that criticism of this war is not the sale to proceed for the reason they still consider New Mexico as their districts,report
Per Head range with plenty of water. Locattell about things that
AS
ed on railroad. 10c. per head per
Steers
malconNot
27.50
to
confined
less than
Coming Yearling
political
belonging to Mexico, or perhaps, are ricrht and register the kick on
B5 Coming Yearling Heifers
Not less than 27.50 month. No. 147. Care State Record,
tents, who have no ambition
dismantling of the property, under from the wild and wnoly Ohio, the things that are wrong.
Heifers
Not less than 38.00 Santa Fe. N. M.
higher than simply to make Federal supervision. Judge Lorin C. where the selling of liquor is still AM matters pertaining to the gen- - C5 Coming
Steers
Not less than 41.00
trouble for the party in power. 'Collins, special master, announces a legitimate business. Mr. rowers era! snbiect will
be under discuss'on D5 Coming
d
The criticism is coming from 'that the salw will be made on Feb- fortunately escaped personal injury, and the purpose is to get everything K5 Coming three and Four- Steers
Not less than 45.00 (HKIFER CALVES
500 head
high grade
men and newspapers and magNot less than 44.00 ll'.n fords tor May delivery, one year oldruary 5.
but suffered a badly damaged car. running smoothlv in readiness for F5 Cows
no
that
off
colors, in fine contime,
4.'m:at
G5 Bulls
azines that are second to none
Not less than
Every foot of railroads is now too
S4Z
1SH
th season of 1918.
50
No
head
Her
,itinn.
f!re State
in loyalty and patriotism, hut
imperatively needed to carry on the New Hose Truck Received
The meeting is called for 10:30 a
Note to Assessors: Attention is called to the assessment of cattle under Kt,,,rd Santa Fe N- M- is
the
their loyalty
work of the war to permi of abandloyalty fo
0se Co. No. 1, received their newm and it is important to come on one year old. It is the duty of Assessors to assess all cattle including
United States, not to any man
oning operation of nny line. Reoorts automobile
THE OWNER AND INVENTOR
fire truck with fire time, for there will be plenty of
calves
or set of men; their patriotism
official
indicate fjchtin
of an Automobile
Chain drive Field Mower
and ters to bring up,
Saturday
of irreat value wishes to interest suffi- is the patriotism of Washington,
SHEEP.
that this line, between Torrance and ,rjc() ;t outapparatus
found the machine
an(i
'
capital to place it on the msrket.
of Jefferson, of Lincoln.
Such
Santa Fe, may be used to connect an t,at Was claimed for it. and are Double Header In Basket Ball
p TJiia,! cient
Would sell one tourlh interest to respon
men and such publications realize
ai- 7.00 sible and competent party for $25,000 worth
Not less than
up me inomn une neiwern
Common, over one year old
,w wa,t,ng an opportunity to test
The Alamogordo
High School (A) Sheep, Common
No. 143. Ad-that I would be a breach of
I'atent applied lor.
S"'.I"JNot
under
old
7.00
one
less
than
(B)
year
Sheep,
a
in handling
tire with basket ball team is coming, over here
It
".
A. , Hartihan'iOwner and Inventor.
no dress.
Not less than
loyalty to remain silent, while wis. Loi K t. iwitchell, receiver,! ,tlle,r
mndcrn 'lity
improvements, an opportu-.t- o
St. K. C. Mu.
pet a basket full of Las Cruces (C) Sheep, Improved, over one year old
gJJ-- j
. ...
America is denied the service
Not less than
(D) Sheep, Improved, under one year old
,.r.,u,,un,.,T. ,0 o'icuii nity hocorro residents arc hoping scalps
that she is entitled to hftv, when inr K.,
Not less than 1000 A MONEY MAKING HOTEL
mailer wun government om-,- t
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Sale No. H2
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the Court house therein, the following
described tracts of lands, vis:
of

OF NEW MEXICO

STATE

FOR

NOTICE

Sale No.

PUBLICATION

36;

PUBLIC LAND

Commissioner

the

of

improvements

of

Public

Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice ii hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Congress
the
approved June 20th, 1"10, the laws of and
Stale of New Mexico and the rnlea
the
Land
of
Office,
State
the
segulstions
Commissioner of Public Landa, will offer at public aale to the highest bidder
at nine o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, February
Rosa, Coun
Ith, of1911, in the town of ofSanta
New Mexico, in
17
Guadalupe, State
wont of the court house therein, the following described tracts of land, via:

Sal.

Sec.

acres.

r.A, Sec. 22; NX. SWX.
R. 22 E., containing 800
The improvements consist of fenc-tavalue $175.00.

No. 010
26; T. 6 N

-

No. M
Sal
SF.XNF.X, SXSWX. Sec.
SXNX. SWJ4. NWXSEX. SEXSEX, Sec
N; NX. WXSWX. Sec. IS; All of See. 16;
NX. NXSWX.
SWXSWX, SEX, Sec. 21;
W(4NWX, Sec. 22; T. 6 N., R. 23 E con2240
There are no improveacres.
taining

II;

ments.

No hid on the above described tracts
of land will be accepted for Iras than
Five Dollars (15.00) per acre, which Is the
appraised value thereof and in addition
thereto the successful bidder must pay for
the improvements that exist on the land.

Sale No.

141

All of Sec.

16,

T. 7 N..

containing 640 acrea. The im- of fencing, value $425.00.
Srovements consist
this tract will be accepted fo?
less than $10.00 per acre, which is the
appraised value thereof and in addition
thereto the successful bidder must pay
lor the improvements that exist on thr
land.
R.

2

T. 5N.,

SXNEX, SEXNWX. Sec
containing 120 acres. The
consist of fencing, value

$40.00.

COUNTY.

GUADALUPE
Office

SALE

R. 6E

931

E.,

Each of the above described tracts will
be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of land will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, vis;
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
of the
holding such sale,
the price offered by him for the land, four
balthe
on
in
advance
cent
interest
per
ance of said purchase price, fees for ad
vertising and appraisement and all costs
Incidental to the sale herein, each and all
4f said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time of
aale and which aaid amounta and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the State
I New Mexico if the successful bidder does
Slot execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to pro
vide that the purchaser may at his option make payments nf not less than one
thirtieth of ninety five per cent of the
purchase price at any time after the sale
and prior to the expiration of thirty year
from the date of the contract, and to provide for the payment of any unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty years
from the Hate of the contract with in
ferest on deferred payments at the rate
of four per cent per annum, payable in
advance on the anniversary of the date of
the contract, partial payments to be credited
am
the anniversary of the date of the
contract next following the date of tender.
The above sale of lands will be ' subject
to valid, existing riphts. easements, rights
and reservations.

ad way

The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
the right
agent holding such sale reserves
to reject any and all bids offered at said
aale. Possession under contracts of sale
for the above described tracta will be
given on or before October first, 1918,

-

New

REAL

ESTAT-

E-

FOR SALE.

THAT WHICH YOU NO LONGER
USE, but which is still useful to
somebody, represents an asset which
you may quickly turn into money
through a little advertising in the
classified columns.

-

Sale No. 1030
SEXNEX. SEX, SEX
SWX, Sec. 11; SWX, Sec. 12; NXNEX.
NEXNWX. Sec. 13; T. 30 N., R. 27 E.,
containing 53) acrea, of which 280 acres
were selected for the Santa Fe anil Grant
Bond
Fund. ImproveCounty Railroad
ments consist of fencing value $150.00.

-

Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
will be subject to the above terms and
conditions except that the successful bidder must pay fn cash or certified exof
change at the time of aale
tne purcnase price ottered by nim lor
the fand four per cent interest in advance for the balance of such purchase
price and will be required to execute a
contract providing for the payment of the
in
such purchase
balance , ot
price
thirty equal annual instalments with interest on all deferred payments st the
rate ol tour per cent per annum in
payments and interest due on October 1st, of each year.
The sbove sale of land will be aubject
to valid existing rights, easements, rights
ot way ami reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lsnds or
his agent holding such sale reserves the
right to reject any and all bids offered
at said sale.
Possession under contracts of sale for the
above described tracts will be given on
or before October 1st, 1918.
Witness my hand and the official aeal
of the State Land Office of the State of
New Mexico, this 24th day of November,
1917.

P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands of the
State of New Mexico.
First Publication November 30. 1917.
Last Publication February 1, 1918.
ROBERT

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Fine spring
S ACRES PATENTED LAND
of
with water sufficient for over 75 head
from
40
Las
milca
Vegas, 5 miles
cattle,
from post office, 3 miles from school, half
on mcaa and half at foot of mesa, fine
grazing range adjoining, stone house not
in good condition, but can be repaired at
little expense, 160 acre filing adjoining that
owner will relinquish for $50, also 240 acres
vacant, and 640 acres that can be leased.
Price of the 160 acrea patented $5 per acre.
No. 125, care State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.

FOUR SECTIONS State Leaae, one section
State Purchase, 2400 acrea deeded land.
Will take $7.50 for deeded land and throw
in State Lease and State Purchase, part
cash.
time, or will take $7.00 per acre,
Plenty of water three wells with milts and
one spring, all good aoft water. All fenced,
cut into three pastures, all three wire
fencing. No. 124, care State Record, Santa
Fe. N. M.
KANSAS FARM FOR SALE
.
160 acres, 6 mi. S. E. of Parsons, (a city
of 18,000 pop. K. T. Division point with large
ohops of M. K. T. R'v). This farm IX mi.
from Interurhan to Parsons, Independence
and Coffey ville; IX mi. from M. K. T.
loading station; 2 mi. from small town. Buildings ail new 5 room house, ofbarn, chicken
good water.
house, good well with plenty
Have refused 4 offers
Near oil and gas wells.
to lease for oil drilling. One gas well
day royalty and oil
nearby pays $300 per
wells make from 100 to 300 barrels rer
$65.
Price
acre;
mortgage $5,000.
per
clay.
A. S. Harpham,
Cash no other terms.
So. 131.
1018 E. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.

NEX. EXNWX, SWX
N W'A, SX, Sec. 12;
NXNX. Sec. 13; T.
R. 27
20 N.,
E., EX, EXSWX. Lot 7,
Sec.
NXNWX,
6;
SEXNWX. EXSWX.
Sec. 7; T. 29 N., K, 28 E
containing
1405.47
acrea.
There are no improvements.

Sale No. tJ4
SWXSWX, EXSWX, Sec
T. SN., R. 6E., containing 120 acres. There
are no improvements.
Sals No. OH
WXNWX, NWXSWX, Sec
R. 6E containing 120 acres. There
36; T. 5N
Sale No. 1031
WXSEX. SW& Sec. 26;
are no improvements,
S'A SEM, Sec. 27; N,N'-i- , SWJ4NWK,
NWtf
Sec. 3S; T. 31
SWX, Sec. 34; Nj4NVtf,
T.
R
of
All
Sec.
034
Sal No.
4N.,
36;
R. 27 E., containing 680 acres.
N.,
6E., containing 640 acres.
Improvements
consist of fencing, value $500.00.
SA. Sec. 7: NWNWU.
Sala No. laI2
No bid on the above described tracts at Sec. 18; T. 25 N., R. 27 E., containing
399.48
acres.
consist of
Improvmecnts
Tea
land will be accepted for leas than
Dollars per acre, which is the ap fencing, value $90.00.
($10.00)
there
in
addition
thereof
and
praised value
W'AF.
Sale No. 1UJ
W'A, Sec. I;
to the successful bidder must pay for the
E'4 EKjNWW. SWKNWtf. SW14. Sic. 2;
improvements.
T. 26 N., R. 25 E., all of Sec. 36, T. 27
Sal No. M7
containing 1718.64 acres. ImSE, Sec 7; T. 9N., R .V, K. 25
8E., containing 169 acres. The improvements provements consist of reservoir and fencNo bid ing, value $3'X).50.
consist of fencing, value $75.00.
on this tract will be accepted for less than
$3.00 per acre.
Sale No. 1034
Lots I, 2, 4, SENE,
NWJ4SWS
SEtf, Sec. I; NJ4, SWtf, N'A
Sale No. tli
SWX, NEX, Sec. 14; T SE4, SWSEW, Sec. 2; Zyi, Sec. 3; T. 29
R. 9E., containing 320 acres.
There N.. R. 27 E.. Lot 4. Sec. 6: 1. 29 N.. R.
9N
are no improvements on this tract. No 28 E., containing 1323.95 acres.
There are
bid on thia tract will be accepted for lest no improvements.
than (3.00 per acre.
Sala No. 1035
NW, NlKWW.Sec.NWJ4
Each of the above deacribed tracts will SE'i.
Sec. 14: NEW. NEliSE'4.
15:
be offered for tale separately.
R. 27 E., containing 480 acres,
T. 30 N
280 acres were
selected for thr
The above sale of lands will be sub of which
Fe and Grant oCunty Railroad Bond
ject to the following terms and conditions Santa
Fund. There are no improvements.
vis:
Sale No. 10ja
ESEtf, Sec. 19;Sec.NWtf,
The successful bidder must pay to thr NiiSWtf, SWXSWJ4,
29;
NWSEX,
Cjmmissionrr of Public Lands, or his
SKJ4NEX,
E;SEJi, Sec. 30; ENEJ, Sec.
of the
surh sale,
31; T. 30 N., R. 27 E., containing 640 acres,
foul
him
for
the land,
price offered by
of which 120 acres were selected for the
per cent interest in advance for the balance Santa i7e and Grant ounty Railroad Bond
of auch purchase price, the fees for ad
Fund.
There are no improvements.
vertising and appraisement and alt coati
incidental to the aale herein, and each anC
Sec. 22;
No.
N'4
Sale
be
all of aaid amounta must
deposited in SWX, NEJ4SEX, Sec. 23; All of N'4,
Sec. 24,
cash or certified exchange at the time 01 T.
25 N., R. 26 E., Lots 3, 4, Sec. IK; All
and
all
ot
amounts
sale, and which said
of Sec. 19; SWX. SWXSEX, Sec. 20; All
then are subject to forfeiture to the State of Sec. 29;
30; NWX. Sec. 31; T. 25 N
of New Mexico if the successful bidder doei R. 27
acres. Improvecontaining 3482.24wind-millnot execute a contract within thir'y day ments E.,consist
,
of
troughs
after it has been mailed to him by the and fencing, value well,
$1102.00.
State Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option make
All of Sec. 16; NEXNF.J-i- ,
Sale No. 1(31
payments of not less than
SEiajN'EX, SJ4SWX. SEX Sec. 17; Ntf, Sec.
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase 20;
Sec.
H'A&'A,
21; NKX, E'iNWX,
S'A,
and
after
the
time
sale
at
priot
price
any
N';SEX, Sec. 8; WNEX, NWX, N'jSWtf,
to the expiration of thirty years from dst
of the contract, and to provide for the NWXSEX, Sec. 9; T. 25 N., R. 27 E., con2480 acres.
The improvements conpayment of any unpaid balance at the ex taining
piration of thirty years from the date o' sist of ftneing, value $325.00.
the contract, with interest on deferred
EJ4NF-X- ,
Sec. 22; SNWX,
No. 103
payments st the rate of Tour per cent pet Sale
annum payable in advance on the anni Sec. 23; T. 25 N., R. 27 E., containing
160
no
are
There
acres.
of
of
improvements.
the date
contract, partial
versary
payments to be credited on the snniversary
S'A&A, Sec. 25; AH of Sec.
of date of contract next following the date Sale No. 104
27
25
36; T.
E., containing 800 acres.
N., R.
of tender.
There are no improvements.
The above sale of lands is, subject to
All of Sec. 16; T. 25 N., R.
valid, existing rights, easements, rights ot 24 Sale 1041
E., containing 640 acres. There are no
way and reservations.
improvements.
The Commissioner of Public Lands o'
All of Sec. 32; T. 25 N ,
Sale No. 1042
New Mexico, or his sgent holding sue)
sale, reservea the right to reject any and R. 24 K., containing 640 aciea. There are
no
sate.
offered
said
all bids
st
improvements.
Sale No. 1043
SNWX, NWXSWX,
Possession wilt be given the successful
S',.SWX, SWXSEW, Sec. 9; N'iNKX, NKX
bidder on or before October first, 1918.
NWX, SjNVX. NljSWX, SXSEX. Sec.
Witness my hand and the official sea 15; NEW, NWXSEX, SEXSKJ4, Sec. 21;
of the State Land Office, this Twenty SWXNEX, NWXNWX. S!;NV'X, EjSWX.
WaSEX. Sec. 22; NWXSWX, Sec. 26; NX
fifth day of October, 1917.
NKX, EXNWX, SWXNWX, SWX, SXSEX,
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Sec. 27; WXNWX.
NWXSWX, Sec. 34;
Commissioner of Public Lands,
NWXNWX, Sec. 35; T. 26 N.. R. 26 E
1SO0
The improvements
acres.
containing
Mexico
New
State of
consist of fencing, value $591. 541.
First Publication November 2, 1917,
Sale No. 1044
NWXNEX, Sec. 32; T.
Last Publication January 4, 1911,
There
R. 26 E., containing 40 acres.
26 N
are no improvements.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Sale No. 104S
E",SWX. StfSEX. Sec.
21; E'jNEX. NWXNEX, NWX, NJ4 SWX,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
30 N., R. 27 E., conT.
Sec.
28;
ESEX,
There are no improvetaining 600 acres.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
ments.
36;

Witness my hand and the official seal
the State Land Office of the Slate ol
Mexico, this Fifteenth day of Novem
her, 1917.
ROBERT P. ERVTEN,
COUNTY
COIFAX
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico
of Public
of the Commissioner
Office
First Publication Nov. 23, 1917.
Lands,
Last Publication January 25, 191.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
s
to the provisions of an Act of
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
approved June 20th, 1910, the lawsandof the
regrules
New
and
of
Mexico,
State
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ulations of the State Land Office, the
offer
will
Lands
of
Public
Commissioner
SALE
LAND
PUBLIC
at public sale to the highest bidder at
A. M., on Tuesday, February
9 o'clock
COUNTY.
TORRANCE
26th, 1918, in the town of Raton, Counin
of New Mexico,
Vffice of the Commissioner of Public Lands ty of Colfax, State
therein, the folfront of the court-hous- e
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
lowing described tracts of land, viz:
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
Sale No. 102
SEXNEX, Sec. 6; T. 27
to the provisions of an Act of Congress
There
th N., R. 26 E., containing 40 acres.
approved June 20, 1910, the laws of anr
no
are
improvements.
State of New Mexico and the rules
rcKvUtinns of the State Land Office, thr
SXNX. Sec. 31; T. 27
Sale No. 1027
Commissioner of Puhlic Lands will offer s
157.92 acres.
The
Public Sale to the highest bidder, a N., R. 26 E., containing
o'clock V M.. on Tuesday, lanuarv 8th improvements consiBt of fencing, value $150.
County ol
1918, in the town of Estancia.
Lot 3, 4, SEXNWX,
Sale No. 1028
Torrance, State of New Mexico, in IronOf

SWX, Sec. 3; Lots 1, 2. SWXNWX. SX.
Sec.
4; SEXNEX,
NEXSEX, WtfSWj1.
SEXSWX, Sec. 5; T. 29 N., R. 27 E.,
There are no imcontaining 922.44 acres.
provements.

MAGAZINE
360

ARTICLES

360

ILLUSTRATIONS

BETTER
THAN
EVER
15c a copy

At Your Newadealar

Yearly Subscription $1.50
Send for our new free cat'
alog of mechanical books

Popular Mechanics Magarine

6 North r.lichlean AvaniM, Chicago

jramsssamjiaai mmis)

SSnaagyii

with the season's offerings

of sea food. Preferred every-

where with lobster, oysters,
clams or fish dishes for its
appetizing, restful, healthful
properties. ' Manufactured
from the finest cereals and
genuine Saazer Hops.

1

JJibii!

-

Sale No. 1040
SXNEX, S'A, Sec. 23;
NWX, Ski, Sec. 24; All of Sec. 25; 26; T.
N., R. 27 E., containing 2160 acres, of
which 240 acres were selected for the Santa
Fe and Grant ounty Railroad Bond Fund.
There are no improvements.
All of Sec. 27;
Sale No. 1047
,
WtfSWH,
SWXNWX, Sy.SEX, Sec. 33;
SEX, Sec. 34; T. 30 N., R. 27 E., contain1400
no
are
There
acres.
improveing
ments.
30

-

-

Sale No. 1048
NWXNEX, N',NWX.
SWXNWX, SX, Sec. 35; T. 30 N., R. 27
There are no
E., containing 480 acres.
improvements.
Sale No. 1049
SWXNWX, WJ,SWX.
SEX, Sec. 2J; T. 30 N., K. 27
SKXSWX,
E., containing 320 acres. There arc no im-

provements.

All of Sec. 1; 2; Lots 1,
Sale No. 1050
S:NEX, SWXNWX, SEX, Sec. 3; All
of Sec. 4; W'A, SWX, NEXSEX, Sec. 5;
All of Sec. 6; SXNEX, NWXNEX, EX
Sec. 8; NWXNEX, NX
NXSEX,
NWX,
NWXSWX. SEX, Sec.
NWX, SWXNWX,
Sec. 10; EX EJ4NWX.
NX
S'A,
NEX,
9;
SWXNWX, SWX, Sec. 11; All of Sec. 12;
13; It; 15; EX, SXNWX, SWX, Sec. 16;
SEXNWX. SX, Sec.
EXNKX,
WXNWX,
Sec. 19; H'A, SWX, Sec. 20;
17; SEXSEX.
Sec.
21; NX. NVSSWj,,
NX, SWX, NXSEX,
SEX, Sec. 22; All of Sec. 23; 24; NWX
NEXNWX,
WCWJi NEXSEX, Sec.
NEX,
25;
NWX,
NX.N'EX, SEXNEJ4,
Sec.
26;
NEX. EXNWX.
SEX,
SEXSWX,
SWX. WXSEX, Sec. 27; NEXNEX, NX
NWX.
SWXNWX,
NWXSWX, SEXSEX.
Sec. 28; All of Sec. 29; 32; EX, SyjNWX.
SWX. Sec. 33; NXNEX, SWXNEX, NWX.
WXSWX. NWXSEX, Sec. 34; NXNEX. NEX
NWX. SXSX, Sec. 35: NWXNWX. SXSX,
Sec. 36; T. 23 N., R. 24 E., SWX, Sec.
11; SWXNWX,
NWXSWX. Sec. 13; WX
14;
NEX, WX. NXSEX, SEXSEX, Sec. Sec.
EX, Sec. 23; W'X, Sec. 24; Atl of
EX. SEXNWX. SWX, Sec. 26; SWX
25;
SWX. SEXSEX, See. 2;
NEX, NEXNWX,
WXSWJ4,
WX, SEX, Sic. 32;
SKX, Sec. 33; NEX, EXNWX, NWXNWX.
SWX, NXSEX, SEXSEX. Sec. 34; Allcon-of
Sections 35; 36; T. 24 N., R. 24 E.,
4,

taining 21,220.04 acres.
sist of fencing, value

Improvements

con-

$3550.00.

EXSEX.SWXSEX. Sec.
Sale No. 1051
R. 23 E.,
All of Sec. 36; T. 24 N
N".NEX, SWXNEX, WX, SEX. Sec. 20;
NEXNWX, WXWX, Sec. 28: All of Sec.

25;

2"; EXEX. Lot 3; Sec. 30; All of Sec. 31;
T. 24 N., R. 24 E., containing 2870.53 acres,
158.53 acres
were selcrted for
of which
tl.e Santa Fe and Grant ounlv Railroad
Fund.
Rond
consist of
Improvements
fencing, value $1512.50.

All of Sec. 16; T. 30
Sale No. 1051 A
N., K. 27 E., containing 640 acres. Improvements consist of house, barn, slils. re-- !
servoir and dipping plant, value $3525.00.
No bid on the above described tract
of land will be accepted for less than
$5.00 per acre, which is the appraised value
thereof and in addition thereto the suc
cessful bidder must pay for the improvements.
NX NEX. NWX. EX
Sale No. 1052
E..
SWX. SXSEX. Sec 28; T. 24 N., R. 16 con40U
acres.
Improvements
containing
sist of fencing, value $15.00.
No bid on this tract will be accepted
for less than $3.00 per acre.
Each of the above described tracts of
land will be offered separately.
The above sale of land wtll be subject
terms and conditions,
to the following
for land selected for the
viz.:
Except
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
Fund, the successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or his
of
affent holding such sale,
the price offered by him for the land,
four per cent cent interest in advance for
the balance of such purchase price, feis
for advertising and appraisement and all
costs incidental to the sale herein, each
and all of said amounta must be deposited in cash or certified exchange at the
time of sale and which said amounts and
all of them are subject to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico, if the successful
bidder does not execute a contract within thirty days after it has been mailed
to him by the State Land Office, said
contract to provide that the purchaser
of not
may at his option make payments five
of ninety
per
less than
cent of the purchase price at any time
after the sale and prior to the expiration
conof thirty years from the date of the
tract and to provide for the paynirnt of
any unpaid balance at the expiration con-of
yeara from the date of the
thirty with
interest on deferred payments
tract
at the rate of four per cent per annum
on the anniversary of
in
advance
payable
the date of the contract, partial payments
to be credited on the anniveraary of the
date of the contract next following the
date of tender.
The sale of land selected far the Santa

STATE

OF NEW MEXICO

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLIC

LAND

SALE

MORA COUNTY
of the
Commissioner of Public
Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
a
to the provisions of an Act of
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
State of New Mexico, and rules and regulations of the Slate Land Office, the
Commissioner of I'lihlic Lands will offer
at public sale to the highest bidder at
2 o'clock, V. M., on Wednesday, February
27tJ, 1918, in t lie town of Mora, County of
Mora, State of New Mexico, in front of
the rourt hutise therein, the following described tracts of land, viz.:
Office

Lots 2, 3, 4, SXN'X. SX,
Sale No. 42
S.c. 1; All ol Section 2; T. 22 N., R. 22
E., NX, NXSEX. Sec. 1; All of Sec. 2;
Sec.
WXSWX. SEXSWX,
NX, NEXSEX.
Sec. 12;
11; WXWX, SEXNWX,
NX. SEX, WXSWX, SEXSWX, Sec. 5;
All of Sec. 8; NXNEX. SEXNEX, NX
NWX. SWXNWX, WXSWX, SEX, Sec. 13;
All of Sec. 14; All of Sec. 17; 20; T. 22
N., R. 23 E., WX, Sec. 6; T. 22 N., R.
24 h., Lot 2, WX,
Sec. 3; All
of Sec. 4; 5; SEXSEX, Sec. 9; NXNEX,
NEXNWX. NXSEX, SXSWX. Sec. 10; EX
NWX. NXSWX, Sec. 11; All Sections 14,
15,
16, SX, Sec. 17; All of Sections 19, 30,
,
All of Sections 32,
31, T. 23 N., R. 23
33, NWX, NXSWX. SWXSWX, Sec. 34; T.
R. 23 E., containing
24 N
14,850.22 acres.
of a house,
two
Improvements cotibist
wills and windmills, fencing, value $2575.00.

Sec. 33. T. I L I W.. All of See
lions 26; 27; 32; 94; 35; WX. SEX, NX
n.
Nc,x, stMnttt, sec. xsi I. a
W., All ot Section 4; NX. SWX, NX
SEX. Sec. 9: All of Sec. 16: SXSEX. Sec
17; All of Sections 19, 21, 28, 32, 33, T. !
K. 9 W., All Ol Sec. 24; I. 5
., St
10 W., NX. SWX, NXSEX. SWXSEX,
Sec
5; SEXSEX. Sec. 8; All of Sec. 16; NX
SW'X, NXSEX, SWXSEX. Sec. 17; SEX
SEX, Sec. 29; SEXNWX. EXSWX, SEX
Sec. 31; EX, SWX, SXNWX. Sec. 32; T
6 S., 8 W., All of Sections 4, 9, 16, 17
Sec
21. NX, NXSX, SWXSWX. SEXSEX,
27; All of Sections 28, 32, 33, 34, NX, NEM
6
9
T.
R.
Sec.
SEXNEX
35;
S.,
SWX.
W.,
SEXNWX. EXSWX, SEX Sec. 6; T. 7 S.
R. 9 W.,
EXSEX. SWXSEX, Sec. 1; T
7 S., R. 10 W., containing
26,346.97 acres
valu
Improvements consist of fencing,
W'A.

$5050.00.

19;T.

acres.

-

ments.

Each of the above described tracts
be offered for sale separately.

wil

The above sale of land will be subjec
to the following terms and conditions
viz.:
Except for land selected for thr
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bone
Fund, the successful bidder must pay tt
the Commissioner of Public Lands or his
agent holding auch ssle, one. twentieth o
the price offered by him for the land
four per cent cent interest in advance fo
the balance of auch purchase price, fees
for advertising and appraisement and al
coats incidental to the sale herein, eac)
and all of said amounts must be deposit
ed in cash or certified exchange at tht
lime of sale and which said amounts anr
atl of thetn are subject to forfeiture to tht
State of New Mexico, if the successfu
bidder does not execute a contract with
in thirty days after it has been mailer
to him by the State Land Office, saic
contract to provide that the purchase
may at his option make payments of no
tif ninety five pei
less than
cent of the purchase price at any tint
after the sale and prior to the expiratiot
of thirty years from the date of the con
tract and to provide for the payment O'
any unpaid balance at the expiration O'
thirty years from the date of the con
tract with interest on detcrrrd payment
at the rate of four per cent per annun
payable in advance on the anniversary oi
lite date of the contract, partial payment
to be credited on the anniversary of tht
date of the contract next following tht
date of tender.

-

Sala Na. IMI
SWXNWX, SX,

NWXNEX. SXNEIsV
See. 21; NXSWX. VVX
SEX. Sec. 22; NEXSEX. SXSX. Sec. 30;
T. 30 N., R. 28 E., contsining 840 acres.
There aie no improvements.

Sala No. Ss
WX, SXSEX, Sec. 1; All
of Sec. 2; EX, SWX, SJNWX, NEXNWX,
Sale No. 1002
Sec. 14; EXSWX, Sec. 13; WXNWX. Sec.
SXSWX, SEXSEX, Sec
R.
28
T. 30 N
24; T. 20 N., R. 32 E., All of Sec. 36. NX, 26;
E., containing 12
K. M r,., containacres, i here are no improvements.
HW't, sec. Jj, 1. 21

ing

of

2776.60

-

acres.
value

Improvements

consist

-

Sal. No. 1003
WXNEX, WXNWX. SWX,
WXSEX, Sec. 27; T. 30 N., R. 28 E., conSole No. 051
NX, Sec. 2; NEX, Sec. taining 400 acres. There are 'no improvs-ments- .
3; NX, NXSX, Sec. 4; NX, NXSX. Sec.
5; SEX, Sec. 10; SWX, Sec. 11; T. 20 N.,
R. 33 E S'A, SWX, Sec. 32, T. 21 N., R.
Sale No. 1004
All of Sec. 28; SWX, Sec.
1873.30 acres.
33 E., containing
Improve-ninet- s 29; T. 30
., comaining 800 acres.
N., R. 28
consist of well, reservoir, fencing There are no improvements.
fencing,

$775.00.

-

value

and ploughing,

$607.00.

- NWX,
E,, containing

-

Ssle No. 100$
NEX, EXWX, SWXSWX.
See. 32; T. 30 N., 28
acres. There arc NXSEX. SWXSEX,
There are no
E., containing 480 acres.
improvements.
I ...
C l
1 CVtCUlf
C.
u.
Sal. No. ISM
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SWXNEX.
6; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, NEXNWX, Sec. 7; Lota
SXNWX.
I
. contain
SXSWX, SEX. Sec. 2; SXSEX,
I. sec. jh: 1. il !., K. 28
Sec.
SX. Sec. 4: Ny4. hfe
SWX.
3:
S'iNX.
396.75
of
acres.
consist
Improvements
ing
SX. Sec. S; Lot 1, NXSEX, SWXSEX.
value $50.1x1.
Sec 6; All ol Sec. 8; All of Sec. 9; 10;
NEX. EXWX.
NXSEX. NX. WXSWX. SEXSWX. Sec. 11; NXNEX.
Sala No. 0(2
SWXSEX, Sec. 22; WXNWX, SWX, Wji SEXNEX. NWX. Sec. 15; All of Sec. 16;
SEX. SEXSEX. Sec. 23; EX. NXNWX. EX, NXNWX, Sec 17; WX, Sec. 19; NX,
SEXNWX, SWX, Sec. 26; WXNEX, NEX SEX. EXSWX, SWXSWX, Sec 20; All ot
NWX, SEX, Sec. 27; NWXNEX, NX NWX. Sec. 21; NX, Sec. 22.; WX, SEX, Set
Sec. 35; T. 21, N., R. 29 E
containnig 29; All of Sec. 30; T. 27 N., R. 30 E.,
1800 acres.
There are no improvements.
NWX.NEX,
SXNEX. NEXNWX. SEXSWX,
SEX. Lots 3, 4, Sec. 31; T. 28
R. X
,
C -- - Wl
XT.y
CUTil Cm 1 . P II E.. containing
u.
8994.32
acres.
ImproveN.. R. 32 E.. SEXNEX. EXSEX. Sec. 35; ments consist of two wills and fencing,
All of Sec. 36, T. 22 N., R. 32 E., contain, value $5100.00.
Improvements consist of
ing 1240 acres.
fencing, vaue $300.00,
Sale No. 1007
NXSEX, SWXSEX, SWX,
Sec. 2; EX, Sec. 3; Lots 1, 4, SXNEX.
Sala No. M4
SWXSWX, Sec. 5; WX SX, Sec. 4: All of Sec. 9; EX, Sec. 10;
NWX- SEXNWX, Sec. 8; T. 23 N., R. 36 WjNEX. SEXNEX, NWX, WXSWX. EX
There are no SEX, Sec. 11; NX. Sec. 14; All of Sei
E., containing 100 acres.
improvements,
lo; NEXNEX. WXEX, WX, Sec. 20; NX.
SjVX, NXSEX, SWXSEX. Sec. 19; T. 20
Sala No. MS
NEXSWX, NXSEX. SEX V. Ii. 33 E., containing 4544.75 acres. Im
SEX, Sec. 7; SX, Sec. 8; SX, Sec. 15, provements consist of fencing, value $91)
All of Sec. 16; All of Sec. 17; NEXNEX, 45.
See.
Sec. IK; NEX, NXSEX,
NWJ48KX.
20; EXNEX, SEX, Sec. 21; WX, Sec. 22,
Sale No. 1008
SEX
NEX, NXNWX,
T. 22 N., R. 33 E., containing 29U) acres
NEXSEX. SXSX, Sec. 32; T. V
value NWX.
Improvements consist of fencing,
N.
R. .V)
containing 480 acres. There
$7U0.00.
are no iinproverni nts.
Sale No. 960
SEX, SWXSWX, Sec. 13;
No bids on the above deseiihed tiacls of
Section
VXSKX.
SEXSEX.
EXSWX,
11; NEX, Sic. 23; NEX, NXNWX, Sec. 24; land will be accepted for less than $5.00
wliieh is the appraised value
K. 30 E, containing 800 acres. per acre,
T. 22 N
thereof and in addition thereto the sue
Improvements consist of well, wind-mi)cessftil hid.lt r must pay for the improvetwo tanks and fencing,
value $1173.25.
ments that exiM on the land.
Sala

No bid on the abov edescribed tract!
of land will be accepted for leas thar
$3.00 per acre, which is the appraised value
thereof, anil in addition thereto the auc
ceasful bidder must pay lor the Improve

3, 4, Sec. 18; NXNWX. Lot 2, Sec.
18
., containing 751.67
N., R. 37
There are no improvements.

R. 33

Vt

Ml

105.98

Sec. 3; T. 20 N.,

no improvements.

-

-

-

-

Sale

No. M7

Lot

3,

Sec. 2; T. 22 N.,

R. 34 E., containing 39.39 acres.
ImproveSale No. 10O0
All of See 16; T 22 N
o
ments consist of a house, well, and fenc- R. 34 I... loiilainitiK 640 aires. Tl.ire
$370.00.
value
The sale of land selected for the Sants ing,
impiovenienls. No bid will hr accept
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Func1
ed for less than $10. UP per acre.
Sale No. 0M
NX. SWX, NEXSEX, Sec.
will be subject to the above terms anr
Sale No. 1010
conditions except that the successful bid 1; NEX. EXSEX, Sec. 2; T. 22 N., R.
SEXNEX. Sec. 2, T. 2.1
der must pay in cash' or 'certified ex 34 E., All of Sec. 36, T. 23 N., R. 34 E., N., 21 E., conlaiiiilii.' 40 acres. There are
1397.72 acres.
Improvements no improvements. No hid will be accept
o' containing
change at the time of sale
ed for less than $10.00 per aeie.
the puiehasi price olleretl tiy nun to consist of fencing, value $360.00.
the land four per cent interest in ad
Sale No. M
SWXSEX, Sec. 15; WX
vance for the balance of auch ourchas
Sal. No. 1011
EXNEX, WXNWX, SX.
22; T. 22 N., R. 34 E., containSec. 32; T. 23 N., R. 33 E., containing 480
price and will be required to execute s SEX. 520Sec.
acres.
There are no improvements. acres.
contract providing for the payment of the ing
Improvements consist of fencing,
No bid will be accepted for
such
balance of
value $208.75.
purchase
price ir
SEX. EXSWX, Sec. 3; T. less than $10.00
thirty equal annual instalments wltn In 22 Sals No.R. 070
ptr aire.
34
E., containing 240 acres.
N.,
terest on atl deferred payments at th
Sale No. 1012
All of Sec. 16: T. ii
rate of four per cent per annum in ad There are no improvements.
Im
vance, payments and interest due on Octo
N., R. 34 E., containing 6t0 acres.
Sale No. 071
NX, SXSWX, SEXSEX. provements consist of fencing, value $500.0
ber 1st, of esch year.
All of Sec. 1; 2; EXEX,
Sec. 2; T. 23 N., R. 28 E., containing 444.80 No bid will be ai ft pted lor less than
Sale No. 141
Sec. 3; EXEX,
Improvements consist of fencing, $10.00 per acre.
Si. 10; All of Sec. 11; The above sale of land will be subjec acres.
12; T. 22 N., R. 21 E., Lot 4, SEXNEX,
to valid existing riKhts. easements, right value $25.00.
SX. Sec. 2; Lots 1, 2, SWXNEX, NWX, of way and
All of S.
Sale No. 1011
36, T. 23 N..
reservations.
All of Sec. 7; WX, Sec. R. 3o E., containing 640 acres.
Sale No. 072
SXSX, Sec. 3; Lots 1, 2, 3, SEXNEX,
Improve
Lots 2, 4, Sec. 18; All ol ments consist
Sec. 4; SWXNEX. SEX,
SXSEX,
of fencing, value $350.00. No
SWX,
of Public Lands oi 8; EX. EXWX,
Commissioner
The
T. 23 N., R. 28 E., containing bid will be accepted for less than $10.0D
Sec.
Sec. 5; Lots 3, 4, 5, SWX, Sec. 6; All of his
agent holding such sale reserves thr .:1S5.32 17,acres. Improvement
of
s
consist
well,
See. 7; SEXNWX, SWX, See. 8; NXNEX,
per acre.
right lo reject any and all bids otlerer wind-nulreservoir, tanks and Icliciug,
SEXNEX, NEXNWX, EXSWX, SXSEX, at said sale.
value $2066.00.
Sec. 9; All of Sic. 16; T. 22 N., R. 25 E.,
All of Sec 16; T. 25 N.,
Sale No. 1014
Lot 6. Sec. (,; All of Sec. 7; WX, S c.
R. 36 E., containing
acres. Improve
Possession under contracts of sale for th'
23 N., ni.
T.
073
All
of
Sec.
lo:
No.
Sale
f.
NXNEX.
19;
3, See.
value
lot
SWXSWX,
ot
IS;
tlts
l.e nc,, plouuhinK,
will
be given or
consist
above described tracts
.
U. 28 E., containing oto acies.
There ate $l.t)7.50.
2.1;
for less
No bid will be accepted
NEXNEX, SWXNEX. WXSEX,
r brlore October 1st, 1918.
no improvements.
Sre.
WX, Sec. 26; EX, NWX, NXSWX,
than $10.00 per acre.
27; NX, NEXSWX.
NXSEX, Sec. 38; NEX,
Witniss my hand and the official sea
Sale No. 074
SX. Sec. 31; All of See.
Sec. 29; NEXNWX, Sec. .10; SXNKX, SX of the Slate Land Office of the State O'
All of Sec 36, T. 20 N , R
Sale 1015
SWX. SEX. Sec. 32; NEXNEX, SXNX, SX, New Mexico, this 24lh day of November ' 32; EX. SW'X, EXNWX, Sec. 33; SXNWX, 32 E., containing 610 acres. Improvements
No bin
SX, Sic. 31; SWX, Sec. 35; T. 24 N., R. consist of fencing,
Sec. 33; NEX, SXNWX. S.X. Sec. 34; All 1917.
value ttiKI.UO.
There are will be accepted for less thau $10.00 per
28 E., containing 2078.40 acres.
R. 25 F, conof Sections .15, 36, T. 23 N
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
acre
taining 11,952.11 acres. Improvements conCommissioner of Tublic Lands of the no improvements.
sist of fencing, value $2025.00.
Slate of New Mexico
Sale No. 075
All of See 36; T. 26 N
SX, Sec. 11; T. 24 N.,
Sale No. 1010
First Publication November 30. 1917.
R. 33 E
33
ImproveThere ar
E., containing 60 acres.
containing 320 acres.
No bid for above described tracts of land Last Publication Fehruary 1, 1918,
value
$100.00.
of
a
consist
no
fencing,
ments
Ul per
w ill
for less than
be accepted
improvements, No bid will be accepti
ed for less than $10.00 per acre.
acre, which is the appraised value thereSXSWX. Sec. 3; SXSX,
Sale No. 170
of and in addition thereto the successful
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SWX. SWXSEX, Sec. 5;
Sec. 4; SXNEX,
All of Sec. .16. T. 21. N ,
Sale No. 1017
bidder must pay for the improvements.
Sec. 8; NX, Sec. 9: R. 35 E., containing 640 acres.
The im
NX.
EXSEX,
SWX,
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
FOR
Sec.
NX,
17;
NX.
All
of
Sic.
16;
NXSEX,
All r,f See. 36. T. 20 N.,
provttnetus consist of b .11 il, stables, cor
Sale No. 044
Sec. 18; T. 24 N., R. 33 E., rals and fencing, value $3000. No bid will
SWX.
Itntirove-n.en- t
WXSEX,
R. 26 E., containing 641) aires
PUBLIC LAND SALE
acres. improvements be accepted for less than $10.1X1 per acre.
containing 2969.96
consist of feiuini'. value $200.00. No
consist of house, shed, chicken-house- ,
bid will be accepted lor less than $10.(4', j
UNION COUNTY
,
All of Stc. 16; T. 29 N .
Sale No. I01S
concrete
tank, well and windper acre.
corral, fencing and ploughing, R. 36 E., containing 640 acres.
mill,
Improve
Public value piping,
of
nf
Commissioner
N"
the
lit'ce
of
value $150.IX).
$2815.00.
consist
ments
SEX
fencing,
NX
SWX.
04S
No.
NX,
SKX,
Sale
Lsnds,
bid witl be accepted for less than $10.06
SWX. See. 16; 1. 2" N., K. n ...
Sic.
Lot 4, SWXNWX,
No. 077
Sal.
sere.
600 acres.
per
Mexico.
New
Improvements consist
Santa Fe,
No bid will
5; T. 24 N., R. 2!i E., SWX, WXSEX,
well aii'ltencing, value $450.00.
Sale No. 1010
Notice
NWX. Sec. 16, T. 18 N..
ia hereby given that pursuant S.c. 31; SEXSEX, Sec. 32; T. 25 N.. K.
be accepted for less than $10.00 per acre.
s
There arc R. 29 E.. eontaitniiy llrf) acres. There are
28 E., containing 27.09 acres.
to the provisions of an Act of
No bid will be accept-e.- l
s
ol
no i:nr.M cir.' ni
the no improvements.
June 20th, I'dO, the lawa
approved
SWXSWX. Sec. 16; T. State
Sala No. 040
!c
iinn l.J.U0 per aire.
of New Mexico, and rules and regIm20 N., R. 26 E., containing 40 acres.
SXNWX.
070
NEX.
No.
the
of
Sala
State
Land
the
ulations
Office,
$62.50.
provements consist of fencing, value
Sale No. 1P20
SWX. Sec. 16. T. 18 N
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer Sec. 24, SXNEX. NXSEX. Sec. 23; T. 25
No bid will be oicepted for less thsn at public sale to the
highest bidder at N., R. 29 E., containing 560 aires. There 29 E., containing 160 acres. There are no
$10.00 per acre.
No
9 o'clock
bid will be accepted
A. M., on Thursday, Fehruary are nu improvements.
improvements.
for less than $10.00 per acre.
14th, 1918, in the town of Clayton, County
NWX
Lot
071
7,
No.
Each of the above described trscts will of Union, Slate of New Mexico, in front
EXSWX,
Sal.
be offered for sale separately.
of the court house therein, the following SEX. Sic. 6; T. 25 N., R. 32 E., containing
EX. See. 16, T. IS X.,
Sal. No. 1021
160.22 acres.
There arc no improvements. 29 E., containing 320 acres. There are no
The above sale of land will be subject described tracts of land, vi2.:
terms and conditions,
'o bid wilt bi aceepteri
to the following
improvements.
NX, SEX, NXSWX, SEX
viz.: the successful bidder must pay to
Sale No. 047
WXNEX, Sec. 13; T. 25 for less than $10.00 per acre.
Sal. No. 0M
There
the Commissioner of Public Lands or his SWX, Sec. 1; All of Sec. 2; NXNEX, SEX N., K. 32 E., containing 80 acrea.
o! NEX. NEXNWX. SEXSEX. Sec. 12; NEX are nu
All of See. 36. T. 19 N..
Sal. No. 1022
agent holding such sale,
improvements.
R. 28 E.. containing
the. price offered by him for the land, NEX. Sec. 13; T. 18 N., K. 29 E., NX, NWX
aires. There, are
No bid will he acceptSEX, NXSWX, no improvements.
NWX,
four per cent cent interest in advance for SWX, Sec. 1; All of Sec. 2; EXEX. SWX
Sal. No. 0l
of surh purchase
price, fees SEX, Sec. 3; SEXNEX. Sec. 4; Lots 1, 2, SEXSWX, Sec. 23; WJ,SWX, Sec. 22; EX ed for less than $10 00 per aire.
flic balance
Sec 26; T. 25 N R. 32
for advertising and appraisement and all 3, 4, SEXNEX. SXNWX, SWXSEX, Sec. NEX, NWXNEX,
All o Sic. 36. T. 28
to the sale herein, each 5; NX, SEXSWX, SWXSEX. Sec. 6; NWX E., containing 640.00 aires. There arc no
Sale No. 1023
costs incidental
Immust be deposit- NEX, WX. SJ',SEX, Sec. 7; NXNEX, Sec. 8; improvements.
and all of said
N., R. 33 F... containing M0 acres.
ed in cash or certified exchange at the SWX, Sec. 9; EXNWX, NEX, Sec. 11;. Ml of
consist of
barn, hen
provements
4
well
SWXNEX.
087
Lots
3,
No.
Sale
2,
NXNEX.
Sec.
house,
13;
time of sale and which said amounts and
Sec. 12; SXN'X,
house,
pens,
grain
SX,
all of thetn are subject to forfeiture to the SEXNWX. EXSWX, SEX, Sec. 14; N'j NXSWX. SXNWX, NWXSEX. Sec. 3; All oi and windmill,
tank, reservoir, trees, fencState of New Mexico, if the successful SWX, SEXSWX. Sec. 15; All of Sec. lo; Sec. 4; 5; Lots 4, 5, SEXNWX, NEX. ing and ploue,liiim, value $3458.10. No bid
withSec.
a
contract
not
does
8;
f..i
See.
will be aec.pted
less than $10.00 per
18; See. 6; NEX, EXNWX, SWXNWX,
bidder
lots 1, 2, NEXNWX. SXSEX, Sec. 20;
in thirty days after it has been mailed NEX, EXSEX. Sec. 19; NWX.
NX, SEX. EXSWX, Sec. 9: SXNWX. Sec. acre.
26
T.
Sec.
11;
SWXNWX.
Sec.
to him by the State Land Office, said EXNEX,
10;
21;
NXNEX, NEXNWX,
EXSWX.
All of See. 16; T. 22
contract to provide that the purchaser WXSWX.
Sal. No. 1024
SEXSWX. SWXSEX, Sec. 22; .... R. 33 E., containing 294B.87 acres. ImImmay .it his option make payments of not NEX. Sec. 23; All of Sec. 24; NX. SEX, provements consist of fencing, value $192.-5i- N., R. 35 E., containing 640 acres.
five
of
per
ninety
less than
NXSWX.
provements consist of well, windmill, No tank,
SEXSWX, Sec. 25; NXNEX,
bid
value $1142.011
cent of the purchase price at any time SEXNEX, NEXSEX. See. 26; N'iNWX.
tower anil fencing,
Sale No. OKI
SX, Sec. 6, T. 26 N., R. will be acceptid for less thin $1000 per
after the aale und prior to the expiration SXSWX. Sec. 27: SXNEX. NWXNWX. NX
There are acre.
of thirty years from the date of the
33 E., contsining 333.25 acres.
NWX
EXSWX.
Sec.
29;
NEXNEX,
SWX,
and lo nrovide for the payment of
R. 30 E., NX, NX uu improvements.
Sec. 30; T. 18 N
of: SEX, Sec.
All of See. 16, T. 24 N..
Sale No. 1025
any unpaid balance at the expiration
6; WX. WXE& Sec. 7; WX.
date of the con-- ' SX,
:
NXNEX. SEXNEX, NEX R- - 28 E., Containing 640 acres. tmprove
Sale No. 014
Sec.
18; SX. Sec.
thirty years from the
SEXNEX. NEXSEX,
on
R.
33
NX,
deterred
with
31
26
T.
E.,
interest
.V,
tract
payments All of Sec. 30; 31: T. 18 N., R.
ments consist of two hous s, barns, garage,
E, NWX. Stc. 12;
See.
two
chicken house,
at the rate of four per cnt per annum NEXSFX,
SWXSWX. Sec. 2: EXNEX, NEXSEX, Sec. R.7; 34SXNWX. NXSWX, 0KJO3
and
wells and windmills, corrals,
E., containing
EXSEX. S; T. 20 N.,
payalde in advance on the anniversary of SWXSEX. Sec.
SEXNEX
1;
Nn bid will be
consist ol fencing, ploughing, value $060669.
the date of the contract, partial payments
Sec. acres.
SWX.
Improviments
Sec.
WXNWX.
10;
SEXNWX,
arre.
$10.00
than
less
to be credited on the anniversary of the 11; NWX. SEXSWX, Sec. 14; NEX. E,X value $100.00.
for
per
accepted
date of the contract next following the NWX. Sec. 15; NX, NEXSWX. NXSEX,
Mate of tender.
Each of the above described tracts will
SEXSWX. SEX, Sec. 10;
Sal. No. 085
Sec. 22 EXNWX, SEXSWX. SWXSEX. See.
NWX,
be offered for sale separately.
SX, Sec. 11; NXNEX. SEXNEX,
23; E'SEX. SWXSEX. Sec. 24; NEX. EXSWX.
Sec. 13; NXNX.
The above sate of land will be subject WXSEX.
Sec. 25; SEXNEX, NEXSEX, Sec. SX, See. 12; NXNWX,
The ahove srtle of land will be subject
to valid existing rights, easements, rights y,; SEXNEX,
See. 35; All of Sec. Sec. 14; T. 26 N., R. 34 E., containing ,
of way and reservations.
terms and
to the ioll.iwing
Improvements consist of
36, T. 19 N., R. 29 E., WXNWX. See. 2; 1360 acres.
viz.:
$25.00.
value
19
Exe.pt for land selected for the
R.
30
E., WXNEX. SWXSWX,
N.,
The Commissioner of Public Lands or T.
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bono"
Sec. 5;
his agent holding such sale reserves the Sec. 3; Lot 2, Sec. 4; WXSEX,
must pay tiSale No. 08
WXNWX. See. 27; All Fund, the sniei ssf.il
NEXSWX. NXSEX, SEXSEX. S.c. 6; Lot
right to reject any, and all bids offered 2.
the Commissioner of Public Lands or bis
NEXSEX. Sec. 7; NEX.SEXSWX NX oi Sic, 2S; T. 27 N., .10 I,., containing
at aaid sale.
aitcnt li'diliny sttiI h sal- -, one twentieth ot
There arc no iinplovcments.
Sec. 8; EXNEX, WXNWX,
aires.
SEX.
SWXSEX.
Inrwl
.1
K. !..', (,.. il
(...,..
Possession under contracts of sale for ll:e NXSWX. NXSEX. SEXSEX. S.c. 9: WX.
Sale No. 0H7
WXWX, Sec. 31. T. 27 tour per cent e. nt interest in advance for
above described tracts will be given on SWXSEX, Sec. 10; NWXNEX, NXNWX.
fees
loO
e
surh
acres.
balani
ot
the
R.
33
N
price,
purchase
All
E.,
of
See.
or before October 1st, 1918.
15:
Sec.
containing
NXSWX.
SWXSWX,
.....-,- ..
,ll
consihi oi timing, valui $120.00. f
17; NEX
1":
NWX. SEX.
.1
to the sale herein, rich
costs inci-imWitness my hand and the official seal VFX,EXNEX,
SEX
18:
See.
4.
SWXNEX.
Lot
he
must
13;
Sec.
of
all
and
SX,
arnoints
d.posu
of the Stale land Office of the State o( NWX. Sec. 19; NEX. EXNW'i SX, See.
Sale No. M.
NXNEX,
d in en-.r certified exchange al the
New Mexico, this 2.1rd day of November, 21: WXNWX. SEXNWX, N,SWX,
SEX S1 .SEX. NKXSLX. SEXSWX. S. c. 14; NX
1917.
EX, EXWX. NWX time of sale and which said rim. Mints in.t
Sir, 2.1; All ot N i. .V SX. See. 23:
SWX. Sec. 22; KX, SWXtlito tVe
v'
a
See.
ill
25;
ulii'i t to
i.i
Sec. 24; NEX,
Sor. 24; 25; NX. SEX, See. 26; EX, FX NWX, NWXSWX.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
if
tlie sueir"'t!
of N. v
NWX. T. .'7 N., R. 33 K.., containing 1MXI aetca. State
NWX.
SWX. Sec. 27; SEXNKX.
witha
i v cute
s
1,1,1.1,
contract
r
'..t
,lo,
Commissioner of Public Lands of the 5K
Sec. Tllirc ali: no uiiprovcmenlH.
NKiSSFX.
?
VWUSWta'.
been m.i
r v
It
State of New Mexico. 29;' NWX. SMSWH. SWXSEX. NEXSEX.
t- '
Land
Office,
him
u
Sec.
to
Mate
1917.
10;
080
30.
No.
SXSWX.
Sale
by
r.
SWX
First Publication Novemhcr
30; SXNEX, Sec. 31; FXSWX.
t
Sec. 22; T. enn ra t ti I i ..Me that the pur.
SWX EXWX, Section
Sec. 32; NXNEX.
Last Publication February 1, 1918.
SWX. W"SEX,
s of u'
iiti-iimaUe
Im
h
320
mav
;
acres.
ij.ivn'.ent
R.
29
N.i
28
E.,
eontaining
NWXSEX.
NEXSWX.
NWX.
NF.X,
11 0
l
t,f
iirlieth
$
on
per
fie
tl
:.n
ninety
.14;
provum nls consist of fencing, value
NX.
Section
EXSE'i.
33;
cent of tl e prr- !iase pnee at any time
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SWX. Section 35: All ol-- St. 36;
F'
lie
mil prior to the e.pitat;.n
SX. SXNX, NWXNE!,. aft'-Sale No. 090
NX,
N.,' R. 30 F... EXSWX. S.T.'l
is;
of thit'y v.;ri triim the date of the con28 X.. R. 30
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sr. aer.32; s. T. There
SFX. NXSWX. Sec. 19; EX, SWX. 31 Sec. NEXNWX. 5.l
ot
are no im tract r.nd ' iir vide for ihe
F... containing
.Ml of Sec.
.VI;
31; T. 19 N., R
.tion
uiv Uliri.i. I I) iTtic at the exiir
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
SFXSWX. Sec. In, NEXNEX. proveinenis.
NFXNWX.
the .Lite .t thr eontl rty
e.
of
34- 36.
c.
A"
.'r:
NX, SFX.
rr.-d.
i,c
pavments
SOCORRO COUNTY
Sale No. tjl
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"I!" cracked the roof. "I! I!" So I and niuke away with It! He could rose ut her. Not o force In the world
could liuve kept them down, for rhe
that for n second King almost believed I have used It to admit to these enves
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King nf t lit' lirilisli linliiiii army Mini nf ils secret service, Is ordered
tn liclhi In ini'i't Vnsiiiiiil, a ihini'i'i'. nnil ;ins with hi In Kliinjiili tn
meet till" outlaws there who are sniil by spies In In- preparing fur a
plan Id
Jihnil or liuly v;ir. On his way in IMIii King quietly fulls
assassinate lii lit mill gels cvidein i' that Yiisinini is niter him. lie meets
Hewn Gtiiigu, Vasiniiii's iHiiii, wKii snys she Ims already gone nnrlli,
Ismail, nil Al'riili,
mill lit her town l list- witnesses queer dunces.
his body sonant mill prnli'rliir. Hi' rescues suiu nf Vnsiiilni's
Milium mill tnKi's llirm north Willi liiin, tricking tin1 Knngar lulu going
.:,
Tin' ll;iiipir deserts him nl n dangerous lime. Me meets Ills
nl All Mnsjid furl. Tlie disguise lie iissiuues there fuels even
the sharp i ye'l cutthroats composing liis guard. He rulers Khinjmi
In hi
ing guides, mill nl a clinic hears nf mi impending
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n r.ennl. mnl trues In a mooting In ihe cnveni.
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If jewels HI itched to her gussumer
dress, and when u man once looked at
them he did not llnd It easy to look
away again. IOven mullah Muhaiiiiiiiid
Anlm seemed transfixed, like u greut
foolish animal,
Ii lit King was staring very hard Indeed at something else mentally
cursing the plain glass spectacles he
were, that hud begun to lllm over and
dim his vision. There were two brace
lets uu her arm, hiith barbaric things
of solid gold. The smaller of the two
was on her wrist and the liirger on her
upper arm, hut they were so ullke,
fur size, and su exactly like the
uiie Itewa (iiingu had given him in her
name and that had been stolen from
him In Ihe night, that he ran the risk
of removing the glasses a mnnient to
stare with unimpeded eyes. Kveu then
Ihe distance was ton great, He could
not finite see.
Hut her eyes began to search the
crow d In his direct Inn, and then he
knew two Ihlngs absolutely. lie was
silting where she had ordered Ismail
tn place him; for she picked him out
almost Instantly, mid laughed us If
sumebndy had struck a silver liell. And
uiie nf llinse bracelets was the one that
he had worn; for she llaunled it at
him, moving her arm so that the light
should make the gold glitter.
Then, perhaps because the crowd
had begun to whisper, and she wanted
all attention, she raised both arms to
toss back the gulden hnir that came
ensealling nearly to her knees. And as
If the crowd knew that symptom welT,
It drew its breath in sharply and grew
very still.
"Muhammad Anlm!" she said, mid
she might have been wooing him.
"That was a devil's trick!"
It was rather an astounding statement, ceiling frum lovely lips In such
a selling. It was rather suggestive of
a driver's whiplash, flicked through the
air for a beginning. Muhammad Anlm
continued glaring and did not answer
her. so In her own good time, when she
had lossed her golden hulr back once
or twice again, she developed her
meaning.
"We who are free of Khlnjan caves
do not send nu n out to bring recruits.
We know better than to bid our men
tell lies for others at the gate. Nor,
seeking prnnf fur our new recruit, do
we send men to hunt a head fur him
nut even those of us who have n lnsh-ka- r
that we call our own, mullah Muhammad Anlm! Kuch of us earns his
ex-fi-

"find is great !" the mullah howled.
The crowd hiindereil In echo to him;
"Aye! The liar snys the (Joruians and lin n the vault took up Ihe echnes.
"And Muhammad Is his prnphet !"
gave it tn him. He swears they will
howled ihe iiinllah. Instantly they anheiiil mure. Wliu are the (lennans?
"His prophet is
Wlm is a man who talks ,,!' a Jihad that swered him again.
Is liis prophet !" said Ihe
Is In he. thai he shuiild have gold cnin his prophet
saw a stalactites. In huul harks then In murgiven him l.y unbelievers?
k whispers.
(leniian nine, nl Nubian. He ate pig- murs then in a
That seemed to he all the religious
ment mnl washed il down with wine.
ritual Khinlmi reiiieiuliered or could
Are such nieii suns nf ihe PruphetY
tolerate. Considering that the mullah,
Wail and watch, say I !"
"Mnney?" said Kim.'. "Ami slimihl I.too, must have killed his man In cold
lend hefnre earning the right to he
no inure innney enmeV"
This was euiirteuiis eunvei'salinn and here, perhaps It was enough ten
reeeived as such many a long league mm h. There were men nut far from
King whu shuddered.
reiunvfd (r mi curiosity.
"There are strangers!" nnnniinccd
l
"W'lin am I In fui'eiell a man's
the mullah, as a man might say, "I
I knew what I lamu'. and I think
'!
what I think! I know Ihee. hakim, fur smell a rat !" lint he did not look at
in particular; he hlinlced at
II
penile felluw. wlm hurt me iilinust anybody
lint lit nil In Ihe drawing nf a hnllel the crowd.
"I'.ring them!" lie shouted, and King
out nf my Mesh.
Whnl knnwest t In u
suppress, d a similiter- - fur what prnof
llhnllt me?"
Is'"I'hal I will dress the wntind fur had lie of right In he there, hevond
mail's verhnl enrrnhoratiun of a lie?
thee again !"
Artless slnlenieiils are as useful In Would Ismail lie for him again? he
Let wondered. And If so, would the He he
their way as artless iuestinns.
any use?
the guile lie deep, thai is all.
Nut far frum where King sat there
she said nay! Shall was an
"Nay, nay!
iinineiliale ilisttirhani'e in the
I fall fuul nf her, fur ihe sake nf a new
ci'uwd. and u w retched-lnnkinliuluchl
bandage?"
was thrust forward lit a run. with arms
The leuiplatiun was terrific In ask lashed to Ills sides and a
pillful look
why she had given that order, hut Kim: nf terror on his face. Two mure
resisted il ; mid presently it neeiin-ewere hustled tilling afler him,
tn the I'allian lhal his own Iheuries mi
protesting a little, hut looking almost
the sulijeet might he nf interest.
as hopeless.
"She will use Ihee fur a reward," he
(Mice In the arena, (he guards took ow n way In !"
w
paid. "He hu shall win and keep her charge of all three of them and lined
The mullah Muhammad Anlm began
them up facing the mullah, cluhhing tn stroke his beard, hut he made no anIhem with their
s
to get quick- swer.
m
"And mullah Muhammad Anlm,
er olieilience.
The crowd begun to he
noisy again, but the mullah signed for thnu wandering niiiii of (ind when
thai lashkar has foolishly been sent
silence.
"These are traitors!" he howled, and and has failed, Is II written in the
his voice was like a wolf's at hunting
saying we should pretend there
was a hfiiil, and thai the head was
lime. "Ileal', and be warned !"
The crowd grew very still, hut King stolen? A lie Is a lie, Muhammad
saw that some men licked their lips, Anlm! Wandering perhaps Is good. If
as if they well knew what was cnuiing. In search of the way. Is It good to
"These three men came, and one. was lose the way, and to He, thou true fola new limn!" Ihe iniillah howled. "The lower of the Prophet?"
She smiled, tossing her hair buck.
other two were his witnesses!
All
three swore that the lirst Ulan came Her eyes challenged, her lips mocked
frum slaying an unbeliever in the teeili him and her chin scorned. The crowd
of written law. They said he ran from breathed hard and watched. The mulihe law. So, as the custom is. I let all lah muttered something in his heurd,
anil sat down, and Ihe crowd began to
three enter !"
"linud!" said the crowd, "Good !" roar applause at her. I!ul she checked
They might have been five thousand It with a regal gesture, and a glance
judges, judging in equity, so grave they of cunienipt at the mullah that was
alone worth a journey across the
were. Yet they licked their lips.
"I!ul later, word came to me saying "Hills" to see.
"Guards!" she said quietly. And
l
hey are liars. So again as tlie custom is I ordered them bound anil the crowd's sigh then was like the night
wind In a forest.
nei'l lines any speak for theinV"
"Away with (hose three of MuhamSpeak for Ihom?" said Ihe roof.
There was silence. Then there was mad Anim's men !"
Twelve of the arena
threw
Wretched-LookinA
Beluchi
Was a murmur of astonishment. Over op- down their shields with aguards
sudden clutIn
where
sat
posite
the
mullah
a
King
Thrust Forward at
Run, With
stood up. who ihe I'mhan had said ter and seized tlie prisoners, four to
Arms Lashed to His Sides.
each. The crowd shivered with dewas
Muhammad licious
iinticlpalion. The doomed men
fair may have his hurls dressed and Anlm.
neither struggled nor cried, fur fatal-Is'"I'll
his helly dosed. Her enemies may rot."
'ii are mine:" he growled.
Is an anodyne as well as an explo
"Hues she rail ihe mullah Muham- His voice was like n heir's at Imv: if
was low. bin it carried strangely. And sive. King set his teeth. Yasmlnl. with
mad Auini eneinv ':" Kin:; asked him.
both hands behind her Lead, continued
"Nay. she neer Mciitiuiis him hy as he spoke he sw ung his great head to smile down on them all as
sweetly
between his shoulders, like a bear that
name."
as the stars shine on a battlefield.
means to charge.
"The proof they
She nodded once; and then nil was
brought has been stolen! They hail over In a
CHAPTER XIII.
minute. Willi n ringing "Ho!"
good prnnf! I speak for tUeiiif The
a run. the guards lifted their vicand
are
!"
nieii
mine
The dance went on fur fifteen mile
tims shoulder high and bore them forThe Tallinn nudged King in the ribs
ires yet. hut
unexpect illy
ward. At the river hank they paused
- nil
i
Ihe arena pilaris together tin a with an elbow like a club ami tickled for a second to
swing them. Then, with
volley at the roof, and Ihe dance liis ear with hot iron III.
another "llo!" they threw them like
i
a bear.l speaks truth!" he dead
Mopped as if every dancer had heeii
rubbish into the swift black wahit. I 'a mini: foaming at the nmiiili. grinned. "Truth and a lie together! ter.
some of them the dancers ran in their
!und may It do him ami them! They
There was only one wild scream thnt
seats ami set tin;
He, they three P.aliiohls!"
surging again
went echoing and
to the
leaving the arena empty of all luit the
Proof!" howled ihe mullah who had rnnf. There was
scarcely a splash,
no hair or eyelashes.
guards.
and no extra ripple lit all. No heads
Now a man stood up near Ihe edge
"Proof! Show us proof !" yelled the came up again to gasp. No lingers
of tlie crowd whom King recognized; crowd.
clutched at the surface. The fearful
and recognition drought no joy w ith it.
The Pathan next King leaned over to
of the river sucked them under,
The mullah without hair or eyelashes, whisper to him again, but stiffened in speed
to grind and churn and pound them
who had admitted him anil his party the act. There was a
great gasp the through long caverns underground and
through the mosque Into the raves, same Instant, as the whole crowd hurl them nt Inst over the great catastrode out to the middle of the nrena caught ils breath all
The ract toward the middle of the world.
ill alone, strutting mid swaggering. He mullah In the middle together.
froze Into Im
!" sighed the crowd In
recalled the man's last words and drew mobility.
d
Hull
stood ecstnsy.
no consolation from them, either.
mumbling, swaying his great head from
"Is there no other
asked
Some went side to side, no longer suggestive of a Ynsmini, senrchlng forstranger?"
"Many have entered
King agnin with
out hy n different road !"
hear about to charge, hut of one who her amazing eyes. The skin nil down
Cold chills went down his hack. All hesitates.
his back turned there and then into
at once Ismnil's manner became
The crowd was staring at the end of gooseflesh. And as her eyes met his
He ceased to make a fuss the bridge. King stared, too, and she laughed like a bell at him. She
over the dancer and began to eye King caught his own breath. For Yasmlnl knew! She knew who he was, how he
Fidewi.se, until at last he seemed un- stood there, smiling on them all as the had entered, and how he felt Not a
able to contain the malice that would new moon smiles down on the Khyber! doubt of it !
well forth.
She had come among them like a spirit,
"At the gate there were only words !" all unheralded.
CHAPTER XIV.
So much more beautiful than the one
he whispered. "Here In this cavern
men wait for proof!"
likeness King had seen of her that for
"Kurram Khan P the Iashless mullah
He licked bis teeth suggestively, aa a second he doubted who she was, she howled, like a lone wolf In the moona wolf does when be contemplates a stood there, human and warm and real, light, and King stood up. In that grim
meal. Then, as an afterthought as who had begun to seem a myth, clad minute he managed to seem about as
though ashamed, "I love thee! Thou in gauzy silk transparent stuff that much at ease as a native hakim ought
art a man after my own heart ! But 1 made no secret of sylphlike shapeli- to feel at such an Initiation.
am her man I Wait and see !"
ness and looking nearly light enough to
"Come forward V the mullah howled,
The mullah In the arena, blinking blow away. Her feetand they were and he obeyed, treading gingerly bewith his Iashless eyes, held both arms the most marvelonsly molded things tween men who were at no pains to let
up for silence In the attitude of a he had ever seen were naked and him by. and silently blessing them, beCtirl stint, priest blessing a congregaplayed restlessly on the naked stone. cause he was not really In any hurry
tion. The great cavern grew stilL and Not one part of her was still for a at alL Tasminl looked lovely from a
beard
could
be
sucking fraction of a second ; yet the whole ef- distance, and life was sweet
only the river
Who are nil witnesses?"
finngrll? between the smooth stone fect waa of insolently lazy ease.
bank
Her eyes blazed brighter than the Ut- shouted IsirtJl, Jumping op.
XII.
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he had n crowd of men to swear for
him and did not hear Darya Khun at
all, who rose from n place not very fur
behind where he had sat
Ismail followed him in n hurry, like
a man wading a river with loose
clothes gathered in one arm and the
other arm ready in case of fiillliij
Darya Khan did not go so fast. As he
forced his way furwurd a man passed
him up the wooden box thnt King had
used to stnnd on ; ho seized it In both
hands with n grin and a Jest and went
to stand behind King mid Ismail, In
line with the Iashless mullah, facing
Ynsmini. Yiisinini smiled at them all
as If they were actors In her comedy,
and she well pleased with them.
"Look ye!" howled the mullah.
"Look ye und look well, for this Is to
be one of us !'
King felt ten thousand eyes burn
holes in his buck, but the one pair of
eyes that mocked him from the bridge
was mure disconcerting.
Turn that
"Turn, Kurruin Khun
nil may see !"
Feeling like a man on n spit, he revolved slowly. By the time he hrd
turned once completely around he had
derided that Y'usmlnl meant he should
be frightened, but not much hurt Just
yet. So he ceased altogether to feel
frightened and look care to look more
scared than ever.
"Speak, Kurram Khan!" Yasmlnl
purred, smiling her loveliest. "Tell
them whom you slew."
King turned and faced the crowd,
raising himself on tlie halls of his feet
to shout, like n man facing thousands
of troops on parade. Ho nearly gave
himself away, for habit hud him un'
A native hakim, given the
awares.
stoutest lungs in all India, would not
have shouted In that way,
King!" he
Attleyston
"Cappitin
roared. And he nearly jumped out of
his skin when his own voice came rattling buck at him from the roof overhead.
Yusminl chuckle! as n little rill will
sometimes chuckle among ferns. It was
devilish. It seemed to say there were
traps not far ahead.
"Where was he slain?" asked the
!

why

even nn Englishman, my broth-

ers! If thnt had happened, ye

would

have blamed me!"
Ynsmlnl smiled. Taking its cue from
her, the crowd murmured, scarcely assent, but rather recognition of the
adroitness. The game was not
won ; there lacked a touch to tip the
scales In his fnvor, and Yusminl supplied It with ready genius.
"The hakim speaks the truth I" she
laughed.
King turned ohout Instantly tn face
her, hut he saluamed so low that she
could nut have seen his expression had
she tried.
"If ye wish It, I will order him
tossed Into Karth's Drink after those
other three,"
Muhammad Anim rose, stroking his
heard and rocking where he stood.
"It is the law!" he growled, and
King shuddered.
"It is the law," Yasmlnl answered In
a voice thnt rang with pride and Insolence, "that nnne Interrupt me while
I speak ! For such
ones
Karth's Drink hungers! Will you test

's

tom I"

wolf-pac-

k

k

wolf-pac-

k

!

The little cubs In the burrows know.
Are ye grown wolves, who hurry bo?

She paused, for effect; but they gave
tongue then because they could nut
help it, and the cavern shook to their
terrific worship.
"Allah! Allah!"
They summoned God to come and
see the height and depth nnd weight of
their allegiance to her! And because
for their thunder there was no more
chance nf being heard, she dropped
from the shield like n blossom.
No
sound of falling could have been heard
In all that din, but one could see she
miiile no sound.
The shield bearer
run back to the bridge and stood below
It, eyes agape.

The Crowd Was Growing Impatient.
"Throw It! Throw It!"
my authority, Muhammad Anlm? Think
ye! If that head hud only fallen Into
Muhammad Anim's lap, the mullah
might have smuggled in another man
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wolf-pac-

wolf-pac-

mnl lull.

"In the Khyber puss," said King.
"Now give proof!" said the mullah,
"Words at the gate proof in Ihe cav
ern! Without good proof, there is
only one way out of here!"
the crowd thundered.
"Proof!"
"Proof!" the roof echoed.
There was no need fur Darya Khan
to whisper. King's hands were behind
him, and he had seen what he hud seen
and guessed what he had guessed while
he was turning to let the crowd look
at hlin. Ills lingers closed on human
hair.
"Nay, it is short!" hissed Darya
Khan. "Take the two ears, or hold It
Hold It high In both
by the jawbone!
hands!"
King obeyed, without looking nt the
thing, and Ismail, turning to face the
crowd, rose on tiptoe and filled his
lungs for the effort of his life.
"The head of Cappitin Attleystnn
nrrfi-ce- r
kufllr
Uritish
King infidel
!" he howled,
"(iood !" the crowd bellowed. "Good!
Throw it!"
The crowd's roar and the roof's
echoes combined in pandemonium.
"Throw It to them, Kurram Khun!"
Yasmlnl purred from the bridge end,
spenking ns softly and ns sweetly as
If she coaxed a child. "It Is the cus-

wns deftly touching cords thnt stirred
other forces subtle, mysterious, mesmeric, which the old East understands
which Muhammad the prophet understood when hu harnessed evil in the
shafts with men and wrote rules for
their driving In a book. They rose In
silence and stood tense.
She sting of a
gathering
from the valleys In the winter snow
a very hungry
Then of a
stalled ox, grown very fat from being
cared for. Of the "Heart of the Hills"
that awoke In the worm of the "Hills,"
and that listened anil watched.
"Now, Is she the 'Heart of the
Hills?'" King wondered. The rumors
men had heard and told again In India,
about the "Heart of the Hills" in Khlnjan seemed to hove foundation.
ne thought of the strange knife,
wrapped in a handkerchief under his
shirt, with Its bronze blade and gold
hilt In Ihe shnpe of n woman dancing.
The woman dancing wns astonishingly
like Yasmlnl, standing on the shield!
She sang about the owners of the
stalled ox. who were busy at bay.
defending themselves and their ox
In another difrom another
rection "fur beyond."
Rhe urged them to wait a little while.
The ox was big enough and fat enough
to nourish all the wolves In the world
for many seasons.
Let them wait,
then, until another, greater
joined them, that they might go hunting nil together, overwhelm Its present owners and devour the ox
So
urged the "Heart of the Hills," speakto
the mountain wolves, uccording
ing
'
to Yusmlnl's song.

IMPBOVED UNirOHN IRTERNATIONAl

Disguised as he is, King is
placed on trial for his life. At a
critical moment a human head is
thrust into his hands. When he
sees the face, the shock is terrible. The victim is
(TO
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LESSON
JOHN

FOR JANUARY 6

PREPARES THE WAY FOR
JESUS.

LESSON TEXT Mark 1:1-1GOLDEN TEXT Behold the Lamb of
Sod, that taketh away the sin of the
world. John 1:29.
PRIMARY
MEMORY VERSE-Th- ou
limit rail his name Jesus: For it In he
that shall save his people from their sins.
-- Matt. 1:21.
AND
SENIOR
INTERMEDIATE,
ADULT TOPIC Heralds of the king.
ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL
FOR
TEACHERS Isa. 40:3-5- ; Mai. 8:1-Luke
(:5-2Matt. 8:1-1Luke 8:1-John
1:19-4-

The first lesson for this year marks
the Introduction of The Improved Uniform series of International Sunday
School Lessons. This series has grown
out of severul years of frank discussion and the presentation of many proposed lesson schemes. It Is an effort
lo conserve the benefits of the uniform system of lessons with the desire
to adapt the lessons as thoroughly
us possible to the modern pedagogical
Ideu of graded Instruction for the various departments of the school : an
attempt to provide for the whole school
ns thorough und as teachable a uniform lesson idea as possible.
Special topics nnd special memory
verses and additional scriptural material have been designated wherever
It has been deemed possible whereby
to make the lessons more helpful to
the pupils of different departments.
It Is the beginning of nn eight-yea- r
cycle, chosen with the view first, of
Incorporating several short topical
courses in addition to the usual series
on the chronological basis, and second the committee hud In mind the
desirability of more frequent survey
of the entire Ulble with vurylng methods of approach than Is possible under
a
cycle. Finally, to harmonize In the period of the cycle the
newly adopted quadrennial conventions of the International
Sunday
School association.
Where no topic,
material
additional
or
memory verse
of
is Indicated for
schools, It Is Intended that uniform
material should be employed fur such
departments.
Occasionally the general title and
lesson may be found to be more helpful than the special topics or additional material as Indicated for a given department.
Sunday school leaders frunkly acknowledge that this new
It is hoped,
plun Is an experiment.
however, thnt the long continued controversies over graded lessons,
material aud uniform lessons
tuny find a solution In this newer plun.

with it!"
A roar of laughter
greeted that "OLD PARR'S" AGE BELIEVED
thrust. Many men who hud not laughed
at the mullah's first discomfiture Said to Have Lived to Be 152 Years
joined in now. Muhammad Anim sat
Old Lived Under Reigns of
and fidgeted, meeting nobody's eye and
Ten Princes.
answering nothing.
So It seems to me good," Yasmlnl
"Old Purr" was an Englishman
said, In a voice that did not echo any whose
proper name was Thomas Purr
more hut rang very dear and true (she
and who broke Ihe modern record by
seemed to know the trick of the roof,
to the ripe old uge of one hunnnd to use the echo or not as she living
dred and lifly-lwMark's fiospel pictures Jesus as the
ycArs, nil exchange
He
"to
this
let
hakim
live!
chose),
It makes no referBritish
shall meditate in his cave n while, and says. The of lilni : cyclopedia gives servant; therefore,
this account
ence whatever to his genealogy. The
be
he
shall
he
beaten, lest
perhaps
to this gospel is the word
"Thomas Purr
English
dare offend again. He can no more es
known us 'Old Parr,' is re "straightway,"
which is used more
centenarian,
cape from khlnjan caves than the
to have been born hi 14S3 ut than forty times, nnd It is a suggeswomen who are prisoners here. He puteil
Wilmington, Shropshire, the son of a tion ns regards the obedience of a
may therefore live!"
In l.'OU he is suid to have left servant.
farmer.
There wus utter silence. Men looked his home and entered
I. Introduction (vv.
The bedomestic servat one another and at her, nnd her ice and In 1518 to have
returned t( ginning of the gospel is meant the
blazing eyes searched the crowd swift
Wilmington to occupy the small hold beginning of the blessed story as told
ly. It was plain enough that there.
he then Inherited on tlie dentil nl by the evangelist, Mark. Note it Is a
were at least two parties there, und ing
his father. In l'llKl, at the age of elgli fulfilment of prophecy (Mnl. 8:1; Isa,
that none dared npprme Yasminl's will
ly, he married his first wife, by whole 00:3). Murk is here more particularfor fear of the others.
he hud u son and u daughter, both of ly referring to Isaiah.
This is the
To thy seat, Kurram Khan !" she
whom died in infancy. At tlie age ol period In the life of Christ between
ordered, when she had waited a full one hundred und
twenty-two- ,
his firsl his temple experience and the day ol
minute nnd no mun spoke.
wife
died, he married again his baptism, when he first enterec
He wasted no time. He hurried out His havingseems
to have been mil id publlcnlly Into the real history ol
vigor
of the arena ns fust as he could walk,
and when one hundred und Israel. Jesus must needs have a her
wirii Ismail and Darya Khan close at paired,
years old he is said to liuvi old, even as an earthly king is un
his heels. Ismail overtook him, seized thirty
Christ
thrashed corn. In 1035 his faint nounced before his arrival.
Win by the shoulders, hugged him, nnd
reached the ears of Thomas Howard himself is the living word (John 1 :1)
to
to
seat
next
him
the
dragged
empty
who resolved to ex- though the voice which announces him
eiui of
the Orakzai Pathan. There he hugged hibit hiinArundel,
nt court, and had him con- Is the voice of a man John the Bap'
him until his ribs cracked.
veyed to London in a specially con- tlzer. The baptism of John was uuto
"Ready o' wit !" he crowed. "Uenily structed litter. Here he wus presented repentance nnd the remission of sins,
o' tongue! Light o' life! Man after to
Chillies I, hut the change ot It must not be confused with Christian
mine own heart! Hey, I love thee! air King
and diet soon affected him and the baptism. Some Interesting question!
beReadily I would be thy man, hut for
old man died ut Lord Arundel's house arise as to the life of Jesus before
ing hers ! Turned the Joke on Muham- In London on the Hth of November this event his religious habits (Luke
mad Anlm! Turned It against her 1035. He wus buried in the south
4:10); his attitude toward the word
enemy nnd raised a laugh against him transept of Westminster ubhey, where of God and its prophecies vLuke 4:17-21- )
I
!
from his own men
Ready o' wit the
over his grave rends:
; the work he had .been doing la
Shameless one! Lucky one! Allah "Tho.inscription
of ye county of Sulopp. Nazareth (Murk 6:3).
Parr,
was surely good to thee!"
To
Horn In unuo 1483. He lived In ye
II. The Baptizer.
(w.
"Have they taken All MasJId fort!"
reigns of ten princes, viz: King Ed- know what kind of a man John was,
King whispered.
ward 4, King L'llwurd 5, King Richard we must look up Mark 1:0 and Matt
"Nay, how should I know? Ask herl 3, King Henry 7, King Henry 8, King 3:4. Ills religious convictions are InShe knows more thun any man knows !" Edward
,
0. Queen Mary, Queen
teresting nlso. They were a matter
King turned to nsk the tame quesJames und King Charles, of his heart (Luke 3:8), a thing ot
King
tion of his friend the Ornkzal Pathan;
aged 151! years, und was buried here his dally life (Luke 3:10). He was a
but the Pathan would have none of his November 5, 1035.' "
man who held to a strict moral standwas
he
for
listening
busy
questions,
That the sou of a small farmer who ard (Mark 0 :18). Ills method and hla
the
from
crowd,
whispers
watching had started in IVe us a hired mun (the message were a protest and a warnwith both eyes, nnd he shoved King British
Repentcyclopedia says he left home ing as well ns a preparation.
aside.
und entered domestic service), should ance Is not remission of sin (I John
The crowd was very for from being have been burled In Westminster
1:0). John demanded "fruit" which
satisfied. An angry murmur hnd beshows that the story of bis greut should accompany repentance (Mutt
a
as
cavern
fill
filled
Is
to
hive
the
gun
was believed.
3:8, 9). His message wns not nawith the song of bees at swarming age
tional but individual and bis suggestime. But even so, surmise what one
of future punishtion (Matt 3:10-12- )
of Beer,
Buttons a
might, It was not easy to persuade the
Is only exceeded
in ment for wrong-doln- e
collects
which
The
yeast
spent
Yasminl's
careless
smile and
eye that
Is put by the words of our Lord himself. See.
distilleries
and
breweries
recwere
assumed. If she
easy poise
His mode of life
a process which turns it out in also Luke 3:10-1ognized indignation and feared It, she through
door-bel- l
(v. 6), and the message he brought,
of
form
the
buttons,
plutei
disguised her fear amazingly. Leisure- and knife handles.
a great
Formerly this left- as elsewhere indlcnted, created
ly, languidly, she raised both arms un
a stir, but behind It all he was looking
to
was
be
considered
material
over
til she looked like an angel poised for
now it is utilized, for one who should baptize not with
flight. The little Jewels stitched to her bothersome waste;
Is gathered froic water but with the holy ghost and
As
IL
it
of
bit
every
gauzy dress twinkled like fireflies ns
fire. We have In verse nine some InIs
of
a dirty,
the
vats
the
yeast
she moved. The crowd gasped sharp
comments and approvals upteresting
tc
first
The
is
color.
operation
ly. She hnd it by the
II on what Is known as "the hidden years
over
work
until
lo
it
then
and
It
SJie called, and four guards got un dye
In Nazareth," those years In the life
der one shield, bowing their heads and assumes the form of powder and can of our Lord which we have no record
In
this
Into
form.
any
be
resting the great rim on their shoulas to his conduct (Luke 2:39, 40).
ders. They carried it beneath her and stage It is called "ernollth." It may be
III. The Baptism (w. 10, 11). Bapstood still. With a low delicious laugh, sawed, scraped, filed, drilled, engraved,
an emblem, a symbol.
sweet and true, she sprang on It, and turned to an edge and polished. Popu- tism is always Luke
3:6; Mark 1:8;
Matt
3:11;
(See
Science
Monthly.
lar
tile shield scarcely trembled; she
Rom. 6:4.) It la a public Identificaseemed lighter than the silk her dress
tion, a public consecration and confesPlan.
Th
was woven from !
sion of faith. Jesus Christ himself
breakfast-eatincrehublt often
The
They carried her so, and In the midst
of sinners (II
of the arena before they had ceased ates an abnormal stomachic condition, took the place
moving she began to sing, with her says Physical Culture Magazine. If 5:21).
We have In this connection God's
head thrown back and bosom swelling one la In perfect health, and arises
wonderful testimony of the son. The
like a bird's.
with a keen appetite for breakfast,
were opened, the spirit deThe East would ever rather draw Its there will be no occasion for omitting heavens
as a dove and the audible
scending
own conclusions from a hint let fall the tneaX There are, however, but few
from out of the open
than he puzzled by what the West be- In perfect health, and the omission ot voice heard
took the form
lieves are facts. And parables are not breakfast give the stomach a chance heavens. The spirit
a dove. The dove Is the only game
good evidence In courts of law, which to adjust Itself. It has an opportunity of
no gall ; no bitterness
Is always a consideration. So her song to develop a keen appetite for the par bird which has
the spirit The dove suggests a
took the form of a parable.
ticular character of nourishment most to
and love. All of which
And to say that she took hold of needed by the body at that time. The Ufe of purityto
the character of a
them and played rhapsodies of her
plan la a splendid means gives point
guided and possessed disciple
own making on their heartstrings would of properly adjusting one's appetite,
be to undervalue what she did. They both as to quantity and character of of Jesus.
were damb while aha Bang, hmt thay food.
extra-biblic-

(1483-10:i-

key-wor- d

).

"Throw It! Throw It!" the crowd
thu nilered.
He turned the ghastly thing until It
In his hands, anil so
lay
at lust he saw it. lie caught his breath,
and only the
spectacles,
that he hud cursed twice that night,
The
saved him from
cavern seemed to sway as he looked
Into the dead face of his brother
Charles.
If Yiisinini detected his nervousness
she gave no sign.
"Throw It ! Throw it ! Throw it !"
The crowd was growing Impatient
Many men were standing, waving their
arms to draw attention to themselves,
ditching Y'asniini's eyes, he knew It
had not entered her head that he might
d

d

l.

disi ibey.

He looked past her toward the river.
There were no guards near enough to
prevent what he intended ; but he had
to bear In mind that the guards had
rifles, and If he ueted too suddenly one
of them might shoot at him unhidden.
Holding the head before him with both
hands, he began to walk toward the
river, edging nil the while a little toward the crowd as If moaning to get
nearer before lie threw. He reached the
river and stood there.
His next move made every savage
who watched him gasp because of Its
He held the
very unexpectedness.
head In both hands, threw it far out
Into the river and stood to watch it
sink. Then, without visible emotion of
any kind, he walked bock stolidly to
face Y'tisuiinl at the bridge end, with
shoulders n little more stubborn now
than they ought to be, and chin a shade
too high, for there never was a man
who could act quite perfectly.
"Thou fool !" Ynsmini whispered
through lips thnt did not move. She
betrayed a flash of temper like a
but followed it Intrapped
stantly with her loveliest smile.
"Slay him !" yelled a lone voice, that
wns greeted hy an approving murmur.
"This is a dnrbnr!" Yasmlnl announced In a rising, ringing voice. "My
darbar, for I summoned ltl Did I
InvMe any man to speak?"
There was silence, as a whipped unwilling pack Is silent
"Speak, thou Kurram Khanl Tell
them why !" she said, smiling. No man
could have guessed by the tone of her
voice whether she was for him or
against him, and the crowd, beginning
again to whisper, watched to see which
way the cat would Jump.
He bowed low to her three times
very low Indeed and very slowly, for he
had to think. Then he turned his back
and repeated the obeisance to the
crowd.
"My brothers." be said, and his voice
became that of a man whose advice
has been asked, and who gives It freely. "Ye saw this night how one man
entered here on the strength of an oath
and a promise. All he lacked waa
proof. And I had proof. Te saw How
easy would it not bare been, had I
thrown that head to you, for a traitor
to catch It and hide It In his clothe.
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TEUTONS OFFER

"Then, In August, Von Hlndenburg
NO WAY TO EVADE
waa appointed to the supreme command. He Is said to have criticized
Von Bisslng's policy as too mild; there
AID
was a quarrel; Von Blsslng went to
THE INCOME TAX
Berlin to protest, threatened to resign,
but did not. He returned, and a Germnn official here said thut Belgium
Kaiser's Officers Showed Open would now be subjected to a more ter- DENY ALLIED DEMAND FOR DEM- EVERY GOOD AMERICAN EARNING IS PREDICTION OF PREMIER
IN
OCRACY
AND
GERMANY
rible regime would learn what war
LLOYD GEORGE IN NEW YEAR
FAIR LIVING WILL HELP TO
Disregard of Internawns. The prophecy has been vindicatTERMS GUARD AUTOCRACY.
GREETING.
PAY EXPENSES OF WAR.
ed. Recently I was told that the drastional Law.
measures
are
tic
really of Ludendorfs
Not to know at large of things remote
mold. Unmold on a large platter and
Inspiration ; I do not know. Many Gerfrom me,
garnish with whipped cream and orman
officers say so."
DUE
RETURNS
to
us
But
MARCH
before
lies
which
know
BEF0RE
that
NO
PAY
SLAVES
AS
INDEMNITIES
U.S. ENVOYS ARRESTED
WORKMEN SEIZED
ange peel.
in dally life
If Von Blsslng had opposed the polIs prime wisdom.
icy of deportation when his own JudgIf the diet Is to be healthful and
ment wus overruled, he consented to
economical, the person who plnns It
Heavy Penalties Provided for Failure
GOOD THINGS AND INEXPENSIVE.
Cardinal Mercler Moved to Bitter Con become the "devil's advocate" nnd de- "ALL BELLIGERENTS MUST AC
ought to know in a general way how
to File Them Government Officials STEPS WILL BE TAKEN TO OFF-SEmu'h protein and other nutrients ar
fended the system In public.
Espedemnatlon of Act! of German AuWe are learning that good, tasty
Will Be in Every County to Assist
PROPAGANDA
OF EXCEPT PROPOSAL IF END OF
needed and how much is contained In
conIs
Instructive
the
cially
following
the different food materials.
food need not be of high cost.
the Taxpayers.
thorise Which Arouied DetesWAR IS TO COME" CZERNIN.
HAUSTED AUTOCRACY.
versation reported by Mr. V. C.
Beef Liver With
tation of Chriatendom.
Slice the WHAT MAY BE DONE WITH WIN-TEOnions.
Washington. "Must I pay an In
"I went to Belgium to Investigate
FRUITS.
thin. Recome
liver
tax?
very
Vnion
Western
News
Service.
Western
Service.
News
NfWiqjap'T
Newspaper Union
there I had opmove all veins and
That is the question that thousands
Contrary to rules laid down by conditions, and while
to talk one day with
London. In a New Year greeting to
We have grapefruit, oranges, lemdust with seasoned
of Americans are asking. The answer,
the Hague convention, and all prin portunity
TEUTON'S PEACE CONDITIONS.
Governor General Von Blsslng, who
the viceroy of India, conveying a mesons, lmiinnus and apples In plenty In
six
flour.
Slice
a
In
tn
statelies
this
way,
general
Here are the main points insisted
ciples of civilized warfare, German died three or four weeks ago, a man
most markets the year
sage of good will from the British
on by the Teutons as conditions of
ment :
onions thin and
or seventy-threauthorities forced Belgians to aid seventy-twcabinet to the Indian people, Premier
round. In winter when
years
peace:
soft
until
them
a
unmarried
Every
fry
person huving
1
No annexation
of territories
the fresli berries are
them tn the prosecution of the war. old, a man steeped In the 'system,'
In u little bacon
net income of $1,000 or more, and ev- Lloyd George says: "Despite many
seized during the war and stipuwe
and
lations for evacuation by troops.
lucking there are ninny
setbacks,
disappointments,
the
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famfut.
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a
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ery
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Declaration by the allies of inheart which that philosophy develops.
are far on the path to victory. . . . onions und
ways of using
dainty
well
liver.
When
Income
an
of
or
more
the
ily having
fry
tion gives the facts concerning There ought to be some new word
tention not to take away politthese common fruits.
I have good hope that before this new
of
cooked on one side. turn, nut the on- ical
nations
file
a
must
return.
must
independence
These
returns
these atrocious deeds in a pamphlet coined for the process that a man's
which lost It during the war.
Banana Salad.
e
Spilt
be in the hands of the collector of In- year is past the purpose to which we ,ms 0I1 top mil lln,s, rooking.
3
Nationalities
without political
bananas in
set our hands will have been ,ove to llot plltt,,ri ,,,1,1 a little
recently made public, from wjiich w heart undergoes when It becomes
to solve question
ternal revenue in the district in which
Independence
In
that system.
of subjection through own govsteeped
lengthwise and lay on a
achieved." MeEsages from IPr to the fut In '.lie pan to make the
take the following:
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of
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1
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It
over
then
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gravy,
October 12, 1915, the German author
pour
place of business between Jauuury
cording; to their own constitufinely chopped nuts nnd serve with
tions.
all the allies except Russia, but Inand March 1, 1918.
lOes took a long step in the develop you going to do If England and France
Tomato.-T- uke
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minoriProtection at rights of
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.,.,,. .v.th French dressing.
..,.., (lf
ment of their policy of forcing the Bel stop giving these people money to purThe man who thinks to evade this eluding Greece. All express the good
ties constitutes an essential part
of the right of peoples to
tax is making a serious error. Revenue wishes of the British War Cabinet to well seasoned tomuto, using n cupful served tills way make a tasty dessert,
flans to aid them in prosecuting the chase food?'
using whipped cream In place of the
Von Billing Relied on Starvation.
and peoples ad- seasoned with two
officials will be In every county to the governments
war. The decree of that date reveals
No belligerent country to be retablespoonfuls salad dressing.
check returns. Failure to make a cor- dressed.
"He said, 'We have got that all
the matter and openly discloses a coneach of fat and flour cooked together
quired to pay contributions and
Celery and Grapefruit Salad. Cut
To President
private persons to be compenrect return within the time spec! tied
Wilson, Mr. Lloyd and added with salt and pepper to the
worked out and have had it worked
tempt for International law.
sated for losses from special
the grapefruit in thirds, remove tho
Involves heavy penalties.
George says:
"Article 1. Whoever, without reason, out for weeks, because we have exfund contributed by all belligertomato.
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ents on a proportional basis.
"At this season I wish In behalf of in u well buttered
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Mint and Orange Salad. Take three
sions, money or its equivalent from
"Every day that passes must make serve hot.
being ordered by one or more of the days. Starvation is a compelling force, Count Czernin, the
tablespoonfuls of finely chopped mint,
commerce, us realize more clearly that the hopes
vocations,
military commanders, will be liable to nnd we would use that force to compel foreign minister, told the peace con- professions,
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Imprisonment not exceeding one year. the Belgian workingmen, many of ference at
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"Every day
until soft In the bacon fat. Combine
sign terms which will termix with the other Ingredients
"In voklng Belgian laws or even In- could go to the front nnd fight against minate the war on conditions equally government bonds, or stnte, municipal friendship for one another is becom- can of limn beans with four large po- anges,
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TWO ESTIMABLE SANTA
FE LADIES PASS AWAY
DURING PRESENT WEEK

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

sidered very competent along that REGULATIONS AS TO FUEL
line of work their venture is assur
ARB TO BE RESPECTED
ed.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the Stated

(Official Bulletin)
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FURS!

There a bigger market for your Furs this
the HISTORY
year than Ever BEFORE
of the BUSINESS. The question of collecting
this season, but the
many furs a simple
where
to
receive the most money
question
for your collections.
will pay you the
tual fairest market value for your FURS.
will remit at
Ship
your furs and
stand prepared to return the furs to you at
all charges paid, if
paid not

Saf-for- il

.

FURS!

1

isfactory to you.

n.

THE SANTA FE METAL
IRON CO.
Water St.
CAPITAL

r,

peo-cit-

sp.-n-

COAL

YARD

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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C. A. BISHOP & CO.
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AUDITORIUM HOTEL

convenient Hotel
Denver for Shopping.
from Denver Dry Goods Company
Only
blocks from Lewis Dry Goods
Only
2l
from Joslin Dry Goods
Only
blocks
to
Daniel
Fisher Dry Goods
Only
Only blocks to the main theatres and all thr
main picture shows.

i

POWER RATE

W.
W.
W.

u..t

v...'.

W.
per
W.
per
K.
W.
per

TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED WITHIN ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT

uWBDII

Bakery Goods

Catarrh of ThroatS
a

RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE
The dinng room attractive and prices verj
modest. The a la carte menu and table d'hot
meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishing?
TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER

toffee Cake

Kaisin Bread
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Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits

V

2,

vj

Bananas
Grapes

Vegetabl

Celery

Oranges

Apples

Sweet Potatoes

WE HAVE THEM ALL

KAUNE'S

PhooeZ.

